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Abstract 

This research evaluated the efficacy of an instnicoonal intervention that 

employed technology to enhance the Iwning of informative text. Over the 

course of a two month period, the investigator and two teacbrs worked 

collaboratively training sniderits to use the &pirat@n 5.0 (1 997) cornputer 

program. Students leamed to: recognize the structure of the text seMons 

they were shidying. make notes of the material on a wmputer-generated 

conceptual-map, and use the rnap as a guide for writing text summaries. 

To assess progress and maintenance of shidents' profiaency wiai 

conceptual-mapping and summary wnting. three passages counterbalanced 

to conbol for order effects, were adrninistered. Students created a paper- 

pencil map of passage ideas, and wrote a summary which was g r a m  for 

both content and fom or organization using previousiy deve(oped scoring 

guidelines. 

Anaiysis of t-test scores çhawed mat changes in perfmance for boai 

the maps and sunmaries from pre- to post-testing were statistically 

signifiint. The scores for the cormptual-maps and summaries indicated that 

over time students continueci to use the intervention strategies ta learn from 

text. suggesting that shidents saw the value in using the author's 

organizaüoml framework tofacilitate comprehension and recall. 

Overall results suggested that when students used the cornputer 

mapping procedure to enhance learning. there were positive effects on Meir 

ability to proceçs text, organize inFomaüon and write expository text 

summaries. Qualitative data gathered during Me instructional process al- 

supported the findings of the statistical analysis. 
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CHAPTER I 

Nature of the Study 

Educational practices have ken .  and continue to be, heavity 

influenced by the aiinking of educational psychologists and their research on 

leaming and literacy proceses (Dole. Duffy, Roehkr, 8 Pearson, 1991 ; 

Hiebert & Raphael, 1996). Coupkd with social constructivist perspectives 

(Palincsar. 1998). current educational reforrn efforts endeawur to engage 

students actively in the leaming process. The developrnent of learning 

strategies and work habits is a aitical deteminant of shident leaming and 

overali school success. 

Unfortunateîy, many studerrts lad< the kinds of strategies needed to 

en hance learning. They fail to understand what they rad, have difficutty 

organizing and retaining information. appear passive when faced with 

interpreting written material. and are unable to integrate prior knowledge with 

incoming information. Furthemore. sorne students may have slow 

information-processing skills and spatialaganizational problems that. 

together with such affective factors as inhibitions to leaming and high 

distractibility. negatively affect their communicative and academic prodmvrty. 

In order to mach presaibed educatbnal standards, students need to 

develop leaming strategies. In order to understand content, students must 

actively engage in accessing , anaiyzing and synthesizing information, then 

conxiouslytransfon that information into meaningful kmledge.  Learning is 

oius nota passive act. but rather an activrty that requires effort and sustained 

attention. 



This study documents an instructional intewention t h t  used technology 

to teach students strategies for deveioping first. conceptual-maps and 

second, wfitten summaries of text content The emphasis was on teaching 

learning strategies that students could eventually apply independentiy to 

help them both understand and remember the material they studied. 

Reading informative text poses special challenges to students that are 

far greaterthan those encountered in pnmary grade academic tasks (Harper, 

1 989). Dwing the middle years, shidents must make a shift from "Ieaming to 

readn to "reading to ieamn (iterber, 1 978). Still, many students feel 

compietdy overwhelrned with the demands of the social studies or science 
curricula ( l ~ n ,  1 997) and the idiosyncrasies of other cornplex text materials. 

The Teacher's Roie 

Ciborowski (1 995) su~gests that in order to address Me learning 

needs of divergent leamers, teachers must rethink their traditional role of 

knowledge dispenser and ad- a new insbudional paradigm. W i i n  mis 

context, teachers are viewed as collaborators who must first determine the 

best match between the level of instruction, the diiiculty of the learning 

materials, and the range of student abilities (tipson 8 Wixon, 1992). 

Knowledge acquisition is best achieved when students are guided and 

supported by a more capable other (Vygotsky, 1978). The role of the 

instructor, then. becornes that of a strategist, orbiestrating the w b t  how and 

when of teaching and leaming. 

Ellis (1 993) and Swanson (1 989) suggest Mat an effective dassraom 

promotes the leamer's active participation as well as risk-taking through the 



use of scaffolded instruction, modelling, demonstration and re-teaching, with 

adequate reinforcement, feedback and extensive explanations. These 

explanations are stnictured and restnictured to fit snidents' ditficutties. 

Ongoing teactier reflection is mandatory in orôer that appropriate instructional 

adjustments can be made to ease the tramfer and generalization of strategies 

(Ciborowski, 1995; Pressley. Johnson. Symons, McGoldrick, 8 Kurita, 

1 989). 

Educators carry Me sole responsibilityfor making such 

accommodations in the ctassroom (Palincsar, 1998)- Obviously, teachen as 

more knowledgeable others remain at the center d the learning process, and 

rnust manipulate the instructional wntext in a way mat engages even the 

most relucfant participants (Ciborowski, 1 995). 

Palincsar and Brown (1 984) undersme the dyadic &al relations hip 

between the adult and student-apprentice, as teachers gradually release 

responsibility for leaming (Pearson 8 Gallagher, 1 983). The long term goal 

becomes the developrnent of learners who have a repertoire of learning 

strategies that can be readily executed when the need anses. 

Leaming from text is a necassary academic skill and one which 

demands informed instruction (D'AngeleBromley, 1985). Moss, Leone & 

Dipillo (1 997) postulate mat one reason for student confusion in reading 

informative text is that they lad< early involvement with such materials. Sadly, 

in many schoois across the cwntry, narrative literacy continues to edipse 

informational literacy at precisely the time when the ability to read and write 

exposition appears to be increasingly more important in our society (Moss, 

Leone, & Dipillo, 1997). When so many students lack the requisite skills 

(Ciborowski, 1995), the teacher is faced with the formidable task of gniting 

student interest in wrrïcular content, as wdl as providing inspiration so that 
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leamers becorne engaged in reading and studying. 

One possible solution is to offer students opportunities to interact with 

well-wntten informative text eadier in their sdiool car-. By reading and 
writing in response to exposition, engagement with text strengthens, recall of 
key ideas improves and thinking about text deepens. Both reading and 

wnting are integral to comprehension and information processing (Tiemey & 

Shanahan, 1991 ). The question of how to assist students in processing text, 

organizing information for study, and improving comprehension and the 

writing of non-narrative passages continues, however. to be a concm for 

classroom teachers. 

Good and Weak Readers and Writers 

Early years students have numerous experiences that help them 

refine and expand their schemata about the structure of story. By the time 

they mach middle çchool, students have acquired a substanbnbial understanding 

of what constitutes narrative discourse (Piccolo, l987), and exhibit an intuitive 

knowledge of story. Signiticantly fewer students possess awareness of 

informative text structure (Engbrt & Hiebert, 1984). and consequently have 

difficulty comprehending and remembering content area material as t b y  

accelerate through the school system. Researchers affirm that some of the 

other underiying factors that contribute to the problem of proceçsing 

informative material may indude Iimited initial content area knowledge and low 

interest (Cudd 8 Roberts, 1 989; Piccolo, 1 987). 

f urthemore, some students do not possess adequate word 

recognition skills and are not fluent readers. As a resuit, comprehension 

suffers. Such readers are unable to expwimœ the intfinsic gratification that 

spun reading speed and accuracy (Starmich, 1986). and therefore remain at 
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nsk for failure. Thus, what begins as a highîy speafic reading deficienq btar 

compromises the ability to learn from text (Ciborowski. 1995). Early reading 

deficiencies spiral. negatively affecting the ability ta manage more 

conœptually dense conterit materiais. Because weak students have not 

leamed to read effiaently. they are o*en ili-prepared to wmplete higher-level 

thinking and Ieaming acovioes. 

Comptent readers, on the other hand, are skilled in analyang the 

learning situation. and in selecting strategies Mt match the demands of the 

assignment (Armbnister. Eaiols, 8 Brown. 1982; Brown, Campiona. & Day, 

1981 ). They are equally adept at organizing ideas and information (McTighe 

& Lyman. 1988). While good readers and miters use text structure to chunk 

information and distinguish main ideas as a means d retrievai, students who 

are weak readers are not prepared to begin reading from their textbooks, and 

as suggested, tend not to possess the reading strategies necessary for 

efficient comprehension (Ciborowski, 1995). 

Not surprisingly. there is a high axrdation between good readers and 

good wnters. and between weak readers and weak miters (Manger. 1987; 

Moore, 1995; Stotsky, 1983). In fact, research has demonstrated that better 

wnters tend to be better readers, that better writers read more than weaker 

writers. and that better readefs author more sophisticated products than do 

weak readers (Randolphe-Moore, 1 995). 

Prof'kient readers and writers also differ from weak ones in terms of 
their abilny to process informative text. Analysis of the behaviours d 

profiiient readefs reveals that such readm and writers are more skillful 

because they have access to schemata for text structure that is activated 

spontaneously (Randolphe-Moore, 1995). The question of how to address 



the learning needs of weak readers in the upper grades still persists. 

The Problem 

One of the issues is whether or not we are requinng some students to 

achieve leaming outcornes for which they are developmentally not ready. 

According ta Brown and Day (1 983), adults more readily recognize aspects 

of text structure that facilitate passage redl .  They do so by organizing the 

reteliing of what was read in a hierarchy similar to that used by the author in 

developing the text. Nonetheless, without insmicoon, weak readers are less 

likely to construct çuch summanes successfully. Meyer (1 975) suggests, 

however, that grammars of exposition exist. Thersfore, teachers need to 
teach the ocganizational structures and students need to intemalize these basic 

patterns to facilitate both the understanding and recall d content area prose. 

McGee (1982) daims that in arder to develop this kind of expertise, 
students must be given direct, expiicit instruchn in noticing the Jtnictural 

aspects of the text and in cxeating swnmaries that follow that text's 
organizational f ramework. In fact, studies have cordirmed that stuclents w ho 

are taught to iden#y and use text structure in the f o n  of graphic organizers as 
a memory aid, understand and retain more information than shidents who do 

not (Berkowitz, 1 986; Englert & Hiebert. 1 984). Furthemore, when children 

ieam to becorne actively involved in generating summanes f rom the text 

f rames they design while reading, they significantly increase thair 

comprehension, recall and writing ability comparecl to those engaged in more 

passive forms of snidying (Armbruster, Anderson 8 Ostertag, 1989; 

Berkowitz, 1 986; Moore & Readence, 1 984; Rinehart, %hl& Erickson, 

1986; Taylor & Beach, 1984). This research has instructional implications for 

dassroom practiœ. 

Some pracationers argue furaier that special programs to improve 



reading and study skilk tend to be more successful. paroailariy when such 

programrning is reiated to the academic courses in which students are enroileci 

(Pflaum. Walberg. Karegianes, 8 Rasher, 1980). It is likely that a combination 

of using advance organizers at the beginning of a new topic. developing 

further organizationa) and graphii aidsfor chapter or unl review. as wdl as 

generating appropriate questions. summaries or study guides. will have a 

substantial effect on çhdent progres (Bloom. 1 984). 

The effecüveness of instruction in the use d graphic representations 

was tested in empirical stud'i wndudeâ by Andersorchman, Knox-Quinn 

and Horney (1 996). but with an interesting These theorists expkred 

how cornputers and other forrns of advanced technoiogy can assist at-risk 

students to acquire and use stuây techniques more competently, and 

ulomatdy rnaximize thdr performance auossttie curriculum Other studies 

have also shown how cornputers can be used to strengttien understanding of 

content area material by facilitating shidents' abilitii to process the 

information they are learning (OuaKed. 1 989). 

The literature desaibes corn puter-based mapping and outlining 

programs as powerful mechanisms for improving the text comprehension of 

average and below-average students (Anderson-lnman. Redekopp, 8 

Adams, 1 992; Tenny, 1 992). Likewise. there is prelirnimry evidence 

suggesting that using tbse programs as processing instruments c m  inaease 

the academic performance of at-risk students (Adams. 1992; Adams & 

Anderson-lnrnan. 1991 , cited in Anderson-lnman, Knox-Quinn, & Horney, 

1 996). 

Obsewations d teactiecs who are integrating cornputer-based 

outlining software into their curriarla point out that sudi programs are easily 
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irnplemented and widely effective acfoss varying conditions (Anderson- 

Inman, 1992). Studies that have emphasized annputergenerated 

concephial-mapping tools as vehides for synthestzing infmation and 

improving learniq report similar positive resuîts (Anderson-lnman et al., 

1996). One caveat for the successful development of these skills is that 

students must receive ckar ôirecbion in ternis d recognizing aie structural 

features of text, and in creating smmaries that follow the original text format 

(McGee, 1982). 

This study. White mis technobgical research has led to the 

development of many interventions aimed at improving students' 
informationprocessing skills and ovefaIl academic achievement (Dashler & 

Lenz, 1 989, cited in Anderson-Inman et al.. i996). this study will focus on 

exploring the effectiveriess of one conceptual-rnapping program as a means 

of assisting leamen to procass. record. organize, manipulate and visualize the 

connections between the ideaç contained in content area texts. This study 

represents an adaptation of similar investigations presented in the literature 

(Anderson-lnman, 1992; Anderson-Iman et al., 1996; Berkowitr, 1986; 

Taylor 8 Beach, 1984; Tenny, 1992). 

Statement of the Problem 

The question is how the use of cornputer-based concepwai-mapping 

will affect students' ability to read, organize and write informational text. More 

specirically, mis study investigates how weil students can leam to recognize 

and follow the structure in a text, record notes within the context of a 

cornputer+enerated frame or map and wnte a cohasive, ofganized summary 

to reflect aie important content. 



To answer this question, the invastigator collaborated with two part- 

ti me teachen who shared the teaching in a Grade six dassroom. The 

invesdigator engaged in after-lesson rdbctbns wÏth teachers. and gathered 

field notes doaimenting instrudional proœdures. Technical diffiarlties, student 

activities, OngOing cmœms and recommendations for imprwement, 

instnictional efforts, tedinical needs, studerrt actMties, and teacher 

observations were documenteci. Post intervention interviews with teachers 

were also carried out. As instniction proœeded, students ebctronically 

created concephiai-maps and. using these as a guide, producad writtm 

surnmaries. These were collected and returned to students with corrective 

feedback as the intervention proceeded. 

This research sought to demonstrate that when students use the 

computerdevaloped mapping procedure and summary witing to support 

their learning. there would be a positive effect on their abilw to proœss text. 

organize information and wnte expositary text swnrnaries. 

This shidy was deçgned to answw these speufic research questions: 

1 ) Will students' ability to determine the superordinate and subordinate ideas 

of the assigneci informational material be enhance4 as a resuh of engaging in 

conœptuakmapping activities? 

2) In general, what will be the effects of conceptual-mapping on shidmts' 

content area knowledge and organizational skills? 

3) Will students' ability to compose summafies of informative text iimprove 

as a resut of consnuding conceptual-maps of the assigned reading material? 



Sicinificance of the SUiy 

This study contributes to the existing body of knowiedge that 

surrounds the pedagogy of students' ability to read, organize and write 

informative text W'iin a ciassroom-based iearning environment, the focus 

was on using cornputer-generated mapping to tease out key information in 

content area text and to organize that information into cdierent. mplete, 

written summaries- Instruction was ongoing wïth the gadual reiease d 

responsibility f rom teacher to çtudent (Pearson & Gallagher, 1 983), as the 

techrology was used for the independent meatian of organizational maps. 

outfines and text summaries. 

The çpecific dassroom parameters d mis research pmined the 

exploration of a cornputer-based rnapping procedure to mrich iearning 

across the ainiailum. The major thrust, then, was on examining innovative 

ways to integrate technology into the class~oom to ssupprt the efforts of 

students in acquiring and using transferable kaming strategies. 

The present instnnaonal intervention was linked with the expository 

wnting component of the 1998 English Language Arts (Grades 5-8) 

curriculum. the provincial standards test. and the mpping strategies outlined 

in the provincial Sucœss for Al1 Laamtrs (1 996) document This teaching 

technique prolvided an opportunity to integrate curriculum and technology, to 

teach cornputer-basecl writing strategi8s and for the invieshgator, who was a 

reading resourœ teacher, to team with two dassroom teachers. The 

intervention also offwed a motbating teaching environment that encouraged 

students' active participaüon in the leaming prOCBSS. 



Definition of Terms 

Conce~tual-Mai, A visual reprmtation that makes thinking visible, and 

depicts important elements such as centrai purpose, main and supporting 

ideas and text organization (Lipson & Wixon, 1 991 ). 

Direct-Wicit Insbuction Explicit instruction is intended as a framework for 

developing reading comprehension skills and strategies that students are 

capable d appîying to otner reading situations mthout teacher support. The 

features that constiMe explicit instnicoon indude modelling and demonstration. 

think-alouds, reievance, definition. guided pfactke, self-regulation and the 

gradua1 reîease of teacher responsibility (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983; 

Roehler & Duffy, 1989). 

Exit Slip An exit slip provides learners wiM an opportunity to refiect on and 

verbalize their karning (reading. wribing, content). It also provides the teacher 

with an infornial assessrnent of what each çtudent leamed in a particular lesson 

and what needs to be re-taught and reviewed (Calkim. 1991 ; Hartse, Short, 

& Burke, 1988). 

Exwsitow Text A nonfiction text containing factual. conceptual and technical 

information. It usually involves unfamiliir content, a heavy concept load, 

cornplex syntax and a hierarchid pattern of main idgas (Calfee & Curley. 

1 984). the purpose of which is to provide information about a topic to the 

reader. In this study. expository text is used interbiangeably with the t m s  

informative text and content area text. 



G radual Release of Resmnsibilitv A concept used to denote the process 

by which shdents engage in activities that support th* iearning, and then 

gradualiy take over the process of bea>ming independent learners (Pearson 

8 Galiagher. 19û3). 

InçipKation 5.0 A cornputer software program using mapping as a means of 

recording, organizing, manipulating and visualizing the connediwis behnesn 

the ideas contained in m e n  text (1 nspiration %ftwafe, lm., 1 997). 

Learnina Strateay A technique that leamers use to make sense of new 

material. organize it and oonnect 1 with their background knowledge or a tool 

by which leamers proc8ss information. 

Low AchiewdAt-Risk Leamers Refening to indMduéils or a group whose 

prospects for succes are marginal of worse (at least 2 years behind their 

pers academically). 

Main IdeaEistlMacmtmtwe A main idea is a single summary statement 

containing a topic and a comment. The main idea consists of a summary of 

the explidt content of a text achieved by creating gmeralized statements that 

subsume speafïc information and then deleting redundant information 

(Cunningham & Moore, 1986). 

Metaamnition Metacognition refers to one's knowlgdge concerning one's 

own cognitive processes and proâucts or anything reiatad to them. It can be 

differentiated into metaccgnitive knowîedge and metacogniüve expefience, 

as weIl as between rnetaco~nitive and cognitive stratqies (Ftavell. 1985; 

Garner, 1994). The terrn metacognition goes beyond the notion of k ~ n i r i g  

strategy in that ieamers are consciously aware of and exert deiibefate controI 
mer the strategies they empioy to enhance their thinking and learning. 
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Rukics ûetailed desaipions d performance îeveis used in evaluang 

student achievement ( A b ,  1995). 

ScaffoIdi~ Instructional approaches or strategies that provide adjustable and 

temporary assistance or support to students in meir achievement of a learning 

task (Vygotsky, 1 978). 

Instructional interventions are not devekped in a theoretical vacuum 

(Reed, 1 998). For the purposes of this shi6y. the rid, resource base 

regarding the reaôer's ability to proc~ss  text, organize information as well as 

improve reading wrnprehension and writing abilny were examined. The 

work of Alvemann and Boothby (1 986), Anderson-lnman, et al. (1 996), 

Armbruster, Anderson and Ostertag (1989), Berkowih (1 986). Brown and 

Day (1 983). Englert and Hiebert (1 984). Moore and Readence (1 984), 

Rinehart. Stahl and Erickson (1 986). and Taylor and Beach (1 984) served as 

a basis for this classroom-barn inquiry. More specifically, the conceptual- 

mapping procedure featured in this study has ties to theocy and research 

related to wnstnicovism. text processing and organization, 

metacognition. the readingmiting connecüon, and strategy- and technology- 

basecl instruction as relata to the content areas. These issues are 

addressed in Chapter Two. 

The stuây doaimentecl the process whereby classrmm teachers and 

resource staff workeû in wllaboration to guide students through a unique 

learning experienca, using the cornputer as a tod for organiring thinking and 

writing. The instructional procedure was aimed at introducing technology to 

support the efforts of shidents in the acquisition and use of specific strategies 

when interacting with informative texts. The teadiers modelled and Scaffolded 



instruction. as weil as provided immediate. speafic and mective feedback. 

Chapter Three describes this methodobgy. Chapter Fwr documents 

results, and Chapter Five disc~sses findings and provides fiml conciusions. 

implications for instniction and recommendations for future research. 



CHAPTER H 

Revlew of the Uterature 

The folbwing aiapter pcesents a review of the literature as it peftains 

to this study. The empirical bacûground combines theory and research from a 

number of social consbuctMst and irfonnation prooessing sources, describes 

a mode1 d reading comprehension as related to content area instruction, and 

addresses the topics of text structure, metacognition, strategy-based 

instruction, the reading-wriong connection, and the use of techndogy as a 

support for iearning. Finally, comiectiw are made between the theory and 

research cited and the present study. 

Social CmstNctMsm 

Although cognitive science research has provided many insights into 

the processes and knowledge of expert readers, it never considered how 

such knowledge was actualîy acquired. Rie soàal~trw=tncist position, 

however, furnishes some answers by posing questions about literacy in 

relation to culture, context and authentic acüvity (Wertsch, 1 985.1 99 1 ). 

For philosopher D.C. Phillips (1 995), partial expianations to the 

question of how krowledge is acquired can be found in refiecting upon three 

distinct aspects of construct~sm. These include: the active tearner 

(knowledge and understanding are actively acquired). the social leamer 

(knowledge and understanding are socialiy comtructed), and the creative 

leamer (knawledge and understanding are created or recreated). 

Knowledge is viewed as bang socially constructed by a spedic 

cornmunity. It is precisely this social dement that distinguishes social 
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constnicavism from cognitive science (Hiebert 8 Raphad, 1 996). Social 

constructivism thus provides a lens that exteru& and magnifies a i r  definitions 

of literacy. as wdl as w r  understanding of how literacy is acquired through 

social interaction. 

Research on camprehension instruction and study strategies has also 

undemed the interactive nature of îeaming (Loranger, 1994). Much of this 

discussion is consistent with the tetrahedral model infrodumd by Jenkins 

(1 979), Mat identifies four interacting vari- that affect learning from text. 

They are: (1) the acovities or mtegies used by leaeamers as they seek to 

master content such as summarizing. notetaking and outlining, (2) the 

characteristics of tha ieaeamer inciuding memory capacity and pnor knowiedge, 

(3) the nature of the material to be learneâ such as the way the text is 

organized and the coftœptuaî diffiaiîty, as well as (4) the criterial task used to 

assess ieaming. be it a recall, a simple recognition task or one that calls for 

transfer or proôiem solvïng (Loranger, 1979). 

Given the emphasis on the central role of background knmledge. 

readers respond to texts in ternis of prior experience, personal schernata 

and earlier literacy interactions. As such, the constructivist view of reading sees 

meaning as being built in the leamer's mind through the dynamic interplay of 

the reader. and what the reader brings to the text in terms of background 

knowledge. the text and the reading conte* Aocording to Alexander 

(1 997). reader prior knowledge depends upon the learner's age, sex. race. 

religion. nat-lity and occupation. She contends that stuâents' knowledge 

and strategic pracessing can be rnodied through direct, expliat instruction or 

training. This instrucüon, however. must be lînked to the ind~dual's previous 

experiences. 



Fogaity (1 999) argues that consttuctivism refiects the legacies of such 
educational Msionaries as John Dewey, Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky. 

Riese authorities view amstructivism as having instructional impliitions 

because it helps explain how people Ieam, and embraces the notion of 

active, handssn learning during which students are encouraged to think and to 

reason. A ~ ~ ~ ~ d i n g l y ,  teachers adtnowledge the fundamental rok that mental 

processing pays in cognitive growth when they listen to students' points of 

view. orchestrate lessons to challenge students' suppositions, recognize 

students' need forcumcular relevame, plan lessons around major ideas, and 

assess student learning within the social context of the classroom (Brooks 8 

Brooks, 1999). Thus. collaborative leaming has an instructional 

mainstay that provides for expioratory ta1 k (Barnes, 1 995), which is uttimately 

constww. 

In collaborative talk. studerits constnict the meaning of content by 

interacting wiVi their pers  through speaking, listening, reading, wfiüng, 

viewing and represenüng. In such a leaming environment, they have the 

opportunity to articulate concepts anâ vocabulary, abtain feedback from 

peers, pose questions and bacorne activety involved in their learning 

(Cooper, 1 997). 

Gardner (1 991 ) believes that çtudents' understanding is characterized 

by many gaps and a surplus of passive knowledge as a resuît of exposure 

to traditional, "broadcast" mode1 teaching methods. Constnicovists hold that 

Me stimuli encaintered are never logically sufficient to convey meaning. 

Information must be proaessed in m e  way. Therefore, oonstnict~st 

iearning is an intenseiy subjective, personal process. Incoming information 

demands constant, active moafication by the individual in light of pfevious 

experienœ (Abbott & Ryan. 1999) in order to make sense and mstwct new 



knowtedge. This type of active engagement in learning ieads to better 

retention. understanding and spontaneous use a knowledge. But the social 

dimension of learning, in the form of social collaboration, is vital to the proœss. 

Vygotsky is prominentiy asçociated with thaocy reîated to the roie of 

social processing as a rnechanism for learning (Palincsar. 1998). Many of the 

assumptions related to socialconstrucfivisrn are rooted in Vygotsky's (1 962; 

1 978) learning theory. and are therefore important as a frame d reference for 

this study. 

Although, a muiüpîicRy of ideas characterize vy90tsky1s work. three 

inter-connected themes forrn the oore of his theoretical framework and account 
for the interdependence between leaming and deveiopment: (1) the notion 

that higher mental processes have their origins in social sources, (2) the daim 

that human action, both social and individual, is mediated by twls and signs, 

and (3) a reliance on a genetic or developmental rnodel. which is linked to the 

idea that to rneet the demands of the cornpiex information age, society must 

cultivate higher-order thinking processes which indude sustained attention, 

deliberate memory and symbolic thought rather than sensory motor thought. 

Vygotsky's ideas are reviewed next. 

Social Oricrin of Hiaher Mental Processes 

The first theme, the social ongin of higher mental processes, 

represents one of Vygotsky's most important and unque contributions 

(Wertçch, 1985). in studying the learning process, Vygotsky considered the 

influence of both nature and the environment. He also emphasized the place 

of instruction and collaboration in the devalopment of intelligence. 

Vygotsky (1 978) su- that leaming ocairs first on the social 

plane where. through interactions and scaffolding by more knowledgeabie 



others, leamers m e  to understand new concepts and strategies. lndviduals 

eventwiiy internalize and extend these cancspts and strategies for use in 

other contexts. 

Vygotsky also postulated that language plays an important role in Me 

âevelopment of systematii thinking, and that intelligence and language follow 

different but related developmental routes. Language, a tod of immense 

power, ensures that Iinguistically created meanings are cornmon, social 

meanings. 

Vygotsky presumed that each child, in anydomain. has an actual 

developmental level which can be assessed by testing. and an immediate 

potential for development within that domein. This diifference between the 

two levels is known as the zone of proximal development (ZPD). The ZPD 

graphically illustrates the notion that what childrem cm parforni colhboratively 

or with assistance today, they can perform independently and competently 

tomorrow. 

Vygotsky M d ,  for example, that the most bendicial instruction goes 

beyond the child's developmental level and leads it by awakening 'a whole 

series of f uncüms that are in a stage of maturationn within the zone of proximal 

development (Newman 8 Hokman. 1993). The basis of proficient teaching, 

then, is a know(edge a children's readiness for instruction, a recognition d the 

most appropriate progressive steps to be taken, and a systematic approach 

to the development d students' i n d - ~ d ~ a i  potentials. 

The most essential feature of Vygotsky's theory is the notion that 

developmental processes do not coïncide with Isarning processes. Rather, 

the devebpment process lags behind the learning process in such a way that 

initial mastery provides the ûasis for the subsequent developrnent of more 



sophisticated intemal processes in thinkirg (Vygotsky. 1978). AlMough 

leaming is directly related to the course of children's devdopment, the two are 

never accomplished in equal measure or in a paralle! fashion Wgotsky, 

1 978). 

The Concept of Mediation 

The secund theme states that human action, both social and individual, 

is mediated by tools and signs. The constructive prinapie of the higher 

functions lies outside the ind~dual. Refemng to the tools as instruments, 

Vygotsky (1 978) mate that 'in the instrumental act, humans master 

themsdves from the outside. through psychological toolsn (p. 141 ). As such. 

these semiotic means both facilitate the 00-~0~)~trwtion of knowieôge and are 

internalized to aid future independent problem-çohnng (Palincsar. 1 998). 

Psychological tools are intmally oriented. transforrning human abilities 

into increasingly more cornpiex mental functions. Therefore, Vygotsky made 

a principal distinction between iower , natural mental functions (ex. perception, 

reactive attention. sensoty motor thought), and the hgher or culturai funcoCns, 

which indude concentration, deliberate memory and abstract alought which are 

important for academic leaming (Kozulin. 1990; Werstch. 1985). As 

individuals perceive and interpret their environment, the lower functions do not 

disappear. but are structured and organized according to the social goals and 

codes of conduct of the culture (Vygotsky. 1978). 

Genetic or Developmental Model 

The third theme maintains that to adequateiy understand human 

cognitive development. one must first be aware cS the natufal history and 

cultural variability of the development of coliectii human thinking. Vygotsky 

viewed learning as largely a proœss of appropriating the social-historical 

experiences to which individuals of a given aitture adhere. His analysis of 



development, then, is based on a vision d psydiobgy which is historicaliy 

detmined and wlhnally transmitted. 

What distinguishes Vygotsky from osier ôeveiopmental theorists is 

his assumption that mental processes can be widerstaod by considering 

how and where they occur in growth. Leaming and chelopment evolve in 

socialiy determined contexts. and are influenced by the interplay of individual, 

interpersonal and socicxuiturai variables. 

The essence of this orientation has an influence on evohring leaming 

theories, which advocate that students must be activdy engaged in 

construcüng knowledgeand mediating their ieaming. This participation may 

invotve sharing iâeas with others, discussing diffarances d opinion or 

collaboratively unravelling eiaborate problems. Interactions. such as those 

found in many dassroom settjrigs, provide ideal mechanisms for enhancing 

higher-order thinking (Palincsar, 1998). The imûwtbmi intervention 

implemented in this study embodii this Vygotskian theory. 

Information Procea~ing 

Historical Antecedents 

Over the past several decades, psychological rnodds of 

comprehension emphasized the sludy of both narrative and expository text 

processing. Although many of the earliest sdenüfic investigations of the 

cognlive dimensions of reading and the comprehension of expositoiy text 

began almost forty years ago, this iine d inquiry remains in its infancy 

Weaver & Kintsch, 1991 ). This study considers aiment models of 
expository text mprehension as they apply to proc~ssing cwricukrm- 

baseâ content area materÏals. More precisely, the foais of this research is on 

the content cwitained in informative text 
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According to Moore. Readence and Rickeîman (1 983). the 

predominant tradition in schods, piior to the 1900s. consisteci of mental 

discipline and mncentrated on imitation and rote learning. Later attention was 

tumed to promoting mernoflzatim and eloaioon. At the tumd the centwy. 

however. new views emerged. Humanists emphasized reaxming and 

meaningful ieaming. developmentalists stressed individual growth. those with 

a scientific bent promoted efficient çchooling through standardized testing. and 

reading educators recognized content area reading instruction as a -aity 
domain. 

Although research in content area reading instruction blossomed during 

the first hal of the 2ûth century, 1 began to wane because of the 

predominanœ of a reductionistic, behaviaurist philasaphy. Theorïsts 

continued to deal with Ieaming from text, but few innovative theor'i or 

practices evdved. 

Acmding to the historical inquiry mnclucfed by Moore and his 

coileagues (1 983). today's emphasis on content area reading for middle and 

senior years childm began in the 1940's and 1950's. During those two 

decades. the dominant fom of reading instruction at the secondary level was 

the "pullout" mode1 of remedial reading (Alvermann 8 Boathby. 1986). 

Once ducators realizeâ the ineffectiveness af such programrning for helping 

students transfer newiy acquired reading s kills. there was a movement 

towards teaching reading across disciplines (Strang, 1937). Every teacher. it 

was decfeed. was a teacher of reading. Science and social studies teachers 

were to support text processing as well as te- content. 

By the 1970s. a resurgerice of interest in content area reading 

instruction coinaded with a dramatic paradgm shift within the psycholinguistic 

and cognitive psyctx,logy communiaes. Also reshaping the thinking of the 
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day was the first edition of Herber's book Teiaahing Reading in the Cbntent 

Areas ( 1 978) and Durkin's (1 977) wiôeiy read study which concluded that 

educators were not &adWg, but rather -ng reading comprehension using 

the restricted approach of onîy posing specific short answer quetiins after 

reading (IM~. 1997). Others have argued that the hck of attention to teaching 

reading in amtent area subledç has contributed to the litwacy crisis within 

present day schoois (Manzo, 1991). This skidy considers these histmical 

antecedents as a foundation for creating the intmenfion procedures. 

Garner (1 987; 1994) describes metamgnition as an awareness of 

one's own actMties whiie reading, sdving problems or studying. This 

cognitive process involves knowing thatcomprehension is occumng 
(dedarative kmwieôge), knowing how to tepair comprehension failure 

(procedural knowledge), and knowing whyand when to apply strategies 

(conditional knowledge). Metacognitive knowledge can be autmatically 

activated, remains relativeiy stable, is highly interactive, and invohms 

knowiedge about ourselves as learners, the tasks we face, and the strategies 

we use More, during and after a leaming activity. 

Metacognition is at work when students understand or do not 

understand what t k y  are reading, and respond accordingiy. When students 

becorne aware of their thinking and comprehension, they can consciwsly try 
different "fix-upn strategies when comprehension is intempted, and in so 

doing, are more likely to becorne comptent, autonomous learners. 

Many educators accept that mebqni t iw and cognitive Eeategies c m  

be deployed to remedy or assess perceived cognitive difficulty. The 

effectiveness and efficiency d the strategies used in achieving the desired 



outcome are determinad by leamers' control over tbir  ami cognition and their 

motivation. 

Therefare, use O# text structure schemata in any of these areas 

i nvolves strateg ic metacognitive activity. Once the manipulation of these 

schemata reaches a metamgnitive levei, the strategies appear to be 

generalizabie from one context to another (Randolphe-Moore. 1995). 

This shrdy considers the rok of strategic metacognitive activity when 

studenff read content area materiab. 

Strate~y-Based Instruction 

One expliat iristrucfional approach that promotes imprwed academic 

performance is strategy-ôaseâ instruction. Based on their background in 

reading skills, instruction, metacognioon and barriers' cognitive davelopment 

within social contexts, Paris Lipson and Wixon (1 994) see strategies as 

deliberate, prepianned actions. at the core d which is metacognition. Again, 

the criticality of metacognitive knowledge about çpecific strategies is 

particularly important for the adequate transfer d skills to oaxir (Pressley. 

Goodchild, fieet, Zajchowski, & Evans, 1989). 

Justification for impknenting this f m  of instruction is also specifisd in 

the recent literature pertaining to human information processing. If we consider 

the limits of our working memory. the need for practice, and the importance of 

continuing until students are fluent. we realize that leamers neeâ opportunities 

to proœss unfamiliar concepts in order to transfer and apply them in mvel 

situations (Rosenshine, 1986). 

Within this vision of instruction. Mere is an emphasis on frequent 

rnodelling and reteaching, g u W  practice and scripting d lessons 



(Ciborowski, 1995; Ellis, 1993; Hiebert 8 Raphael, 1996; Pressley, El- 

Dinary, Gaskins, Schudec, Bargman. Almasi, & Brown, 1992; Swançon, 

1989). Unquestionably, leaming strategies are more Iikely to be used by 

students when instruction explicitly demonstrates that the use of the strategy 

has a positive effed on leaming. H e m ,  if students are to employ strategies 

consistently and skillfully, thay must know the value of procedures, as well as 

çpecific information as to why, when and under what ciranistances each 

strategy should be used (Pressley, et al., 1989). This understanding plays 

an absolutely essential rde in the autonomous use of strategies. 

Clearly , strategy instruction is more aian sirnply remediation (Pressley 

et al., 1 989). This methoddogy requires the instnictor to employ speufic 

instructional techniques that will draw sftidents into a more strategic and 

participatory roie in the ciassrmm (Ciborowski. 1 995). Strategy instruction is 

scaffolded in the Vygotskian sense, and is responsive to the learning 

demands and opportunities of the moment. 

Knowiedge acquisition is best achieved when the leamer is guided 

and supporteci by a more knowledgeable other. Thus, scaffolded instruction 

is a shared proœss invomng teacher modelling and direction. x, that new 

concepts can be socially transferred (Kozulin, 1 990; Vygotsky , 1 978). 

Throughout Me instructional sequeme, the teacher fades input at a pace 

permitong competent performance by the student (Pressiey & Harris, 1990)- 

According to Presley et al. (1 989). theoretically-derived strategy instruction 

such as this is more typical d dementary education seüings. 

There are three necessary ingredients in order for strategic behaviour 

to ocw: a capable agent, an attainabk goal, and an albwable action that the 

agent can peifm to reaai the desired outme. Strategic leaming is built on 



both âevdopment and instruction, and the notion that "schooling and 

âevelopment are intemivinecl in chiUren's acquisitbn of strategic behaviouf 

(Paris, tipson, 8 Wixon, 1994, p. 789). 

Paris, tipson and Wixon (1 994) further deduœ that "the major 

distinction between experts and novices in any domain is self-controlled 

strategic behaviow ..." (p. 789). Strategic readers and miters, then, 

understand how different goals and various types d texts require paftiailar 

strategies, discriminate between reading to study for a test and reading for 

pleasure, poses positive attitudes tawards reading and writing, and monitor 

comprehension. 

The strategic student accesses applicable strategies for each leaming 

situation. In 0 t h  words. by evaluating dedarative, procedural, and 

conditional knowledge, s W n g  reîevant actions to attain certain goals, 

adjusting actions recursively to correspond with changing conditions, and 

managing availabk resources, the learner is able to respond more 

appropriately to separate leaming challenges. Also important is the fad that 

successfui exmion of these strategies necessitates both cognitiie skill and 

motivational will, so that one is better prepared ta becorne a skilled reader, 

independerit thinker, and enthusiastic learner (Paris, tipson, & Wixon, 1 994). 

Ideally, the dassroom is characterized by teachers and students jointly 

consbucong and re-ng meaningfrom te* direct instnicoon. 

demonstration and practiœ of the strategies during each lesson. ties between 

previously leamed strategies. as well as frequent discussions about the use 

of strategies and how they are related to the content (Moss, Leone, & Dipillo. 

1997). Within such a context, comrnitment to reading as weil as improved 

academic performance and selfconfidence are possible (McGee & Richgels, 

1 985; Pressley et al., 1 992). 



In orôer to encourage generalized strategy use, ail models of 

instruction advocate teaching a few strategies at a time and teaching them well 

(Pressley et al., 19û9). This is best accomplished when strategies are 

rehearsed and mastered as shidents work through the amiailum. and when 

instruction involves ongoing supeMsed practice and feedback from teachecs 

(Irwin, 1997; Dde, Brown, & Trathen, 1996). 

This is particularly essential for students who are weak readers. Often 

they are not prepared to begin reading from their textbooks, and tend not to 

poses the necsssary repertoire of reading techniques for efficient 

mprehension (Ciborowski. 1 995). The less strategic leamer men lac ks 

adquate background knowkdge. and thus has diifficulty setting goals in ternis 

of intended audience. generating suffident appropriate mtent, and 

organizing written matenal carefully (Fbwer 8 Hayes. 1981). As a result, 

instruction must help barners incorporate and activate their priw knowledge, 

so that meaningful connections can be conceived, and acwrate written 

products can be generated (Ciborowski, 1 995). 

ln sum, training studies inûimte Mat teaching needs to be explidi, 

intensive and extensive. Teachers must provide reinforcement, feedback 

and thomugh explanations about the rationale for application. In particular, 

explanations shouM be retailored to fit individual students' dtfficulties, and 

instruction should continue until mastery. The importance of expiaining the 

value of strategies and under what cirannstances each strategy rnight be 

accessed cannot be overstated. Teachers expect transfer and general use d 
strategies that are taught, with the goal k i n g  for students to use the 

strategies autonomously and competenti y (Pressley et al.. 1 989). 



Summafizati'wr. Alaiough many reading comprehension strategies 

have k e n  proposed, only some have proven effective in pracüce 

(DaAngeIo-Bromley, 1985; Presdey, Johnson, Symons, McGoldrick, & 

Kurita, 1 989). For example, there are data substantiating the benefits of the 

surnmarizatim strategy as a means to improve reading comprehension, and 

as a technique for comprehension-monitoring (Beanger, 1987; Brown 8 Day, 

1983; Brown, Day 8 Jones, 1983; Kintsch & van Dijk. 1978). Not only does 

summarizing encourage processing that is mature and sophisticated 

(Pressley, et al., 1989; Pressley 8 Harris. IggO), thare is also evidence to 

suggest that summarizing fosten the development of cognitive skills and m i r  

general application (Duffy, 1993). 

Investigators report that, compared to those engaged in more 

passive forms of studying, whm trainees are activeiy involved in genefating 

summarieç d what they read. their comprehemion, recall and writing ability 

are significantly improved (Ambruster. Anderson & Ostemg, 1989; 

Berkowitz, 1986; McGee, 1982; Moore & Readence, 1984; Rinehart, Stahl 

& Erikson, 1986; Taylor & Beach, 1984). In fact, the research data in favour of 

deveioping text summaries as a strategy to faalitate comprehension and 

memory are so signifiant that summan-zing has been consistently 

recomrnended without hesitation (Pressiey et al., 1 989). 

The most theoretically wellgrounded approach to summarization is 

based on the rules that Kintsch and van Dijk (1 978) hypothasized to be the 

framework with which mature readers can sucœsfulîy constn~ct summafies. 

Kintsch and van Dijk's (1 978) mode1 of reading comprehension offers an 

explanation for the strategies reaâers employ in wnstrucüng main ideas. 

They assume: (1 ) readen are strategic at arnving at a representation of the 

text. (2) the processes are automatic, (3) the model is interactive in nature, 

and (4) readers bring their prior knowledge and experience to Me reading act. 
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In mis way, readers construct their own meaning for the text. 

For individu& to carrec?!y summarize a text requires them to allocate 

attention to the major content. and to monitor for understanding (Brown & Day, 

1983). An unmistakable indication that comprehension is impaired is when 

the leamer cannot fornulate an adequate synopsis of what has been read 

(Palincsar & Brown, 1984). 

Althoug h it is also Vue Mat many young children understand the 

essentiai featureç of a summary (Brown, Day, & Jones, l983), maintenance 

over time and generalization acfoss settings and within mnœptual domains 

are uncommon (Palincsar & Brown, 1984). According to fogarty, Perkins and 

Barell(1992), more deliberate tramer tends not to occur unless the leaming 

experience indudes opporhiniaes for students to be thoughtful, to seek 

generalizations. to apply prior knowleâge, to monitor their Minking, and to be 

rnetacognitively aware of their personal leaming style. Andher plausible 

reaçon for this inconsistant transfer may be the general dignosis of the child 

as a relatively passive participant who responds to instruction, but has not 

fully integrated the purpose of the tasks. 

Some of the most important research effocts on summarization of 

more sophisticated texts have been spear headed by Barbara Taylor and 

her associates (1 984). They desaibe signlicant changes on both reading 

and wnting measures following the teaching of a hierardiical summary 

procedure to middle years social studies students. 

Students were taugM to use text headings, subheadings, and 

paragraphs to develop an outline of the text Subjects then learned to 

generate main idea statements for ewry paragraph, subsection, and section 



of text. Students also developed topic headings to connect the different 

textual wmponents. Students received instruction on how to generate a key 

idea, to surnrnarize the entire passage. to study by reviewing their 

summaries, and to detenine text structure when reading unfamiliar passages. 

The group Mat wote summaries scored better than a control group on tests 

of reading for both familiar and unfamiliar passages. Training in using text 

structure for writing e-itory tex' resutted in more intelligible prose. and 

irnproved the ability to recaii infomation after reading. Tayior's trained 

students were more proficient at remembering newiy acquired expository 

materials than witrained shidents. GuUuie, Britten and Barker (1 991) add that 

readers and writers benHi frorn an awareness of text structure. fhey are 

better able to identq relevant information, and to participate as writers of 

vatious genres. 

Alsa noteworthy is that studies that have reported significant resub on 

writing rneasures have nmai ly inciuded direct instruction in reading and 

writing (Belanger. 1987). Rinehart. Stahl, and Erickçon (1 986), for example, 

develow instruction aimed at helping grade school diildren understand the 

structure of summaries that induded main ideas and key suppomng detafls. 

Grade six students received direct instruction about the niles for ueating 

summaries that were modelied on Kintsch and van Dijk's (1 978) and Taylor's 

(1 984) earlier work. Again, there were positive effects in terms of the 

students' abilrty to organize and recall information. Further , even ttiough 

writing was not the focus of instruction, writing quality imprwed. 

Other studies have included instruction in summarization rules and 

spatiai outlining or mapping. For instance, Berkwb (1 986) showed grade 

six students how to wnstruct maps of passages. Students were instructed 

to write the title of the passage in the center of a plain sheet of paper. They 

then surveyed the text for four to six main ideas. Saidsnts paraphrased 



these ideas around the title. Afterwards, students found two to four important 

details in the passage that were associated with each main idea. These were 

sumrnarizeâ briefly, and written under the main idea. A box was drawn 

around each main idea and its supporting details. Students were then taught 

to use the graphic summary to setf-test until they couid recite the main ideas in 

order, along with their supporting details. Overall recall of passages was 

improved as a resuît of using the graphic summarizing procedure. 

Ambruster, Anderson, and Ostertag (1 987) introduced grade five 

students to the problemMution structure that is typicaHy featured in many 

social studies passages. Students pracüsed using this structure to organize 

their summaries. As in the other M i s  of summarization training, stuâents 

recalled more of the text when they used this strategy. 

The consistency of the outmes  d i s c m  in many summarization 

studies is striking. Two types of memory measures are usuaily used: free 

recall of passages following a general question, and answering specific short 

answer or multiplechoiœ comprehension questions. Summarization training 

promotes better performance on both types of measures relative to control 

groups that receive no training. with moderate gains on the average (Taylor & 

Beac h , 1 984). 

As Tayior discovered in her 1982 study, not al1 students were able to 

leam the summarization strategy to mastery levels. Students who had not 

consolidated the strategy showed little evidence of im provement. Taylor 

concluded that teachers need to monitor students' progress in acquiring the 

strategy. Berkowitz (1986) also established that there were minimal effects 

when prepared summaries were given to students. Hence, successful 

summarization instruction seems ta deperid on students' active involvement 



in text processing and the generation of summaries (Pressley et al.. 1 989). 

Conceptwl-mapping. The use of mapping as a tool to sort 

information gives the leamer a practical means to actively process data 

(McTighe & Lymans, 1988). Strategies such as webs, semantic feature 

analyses, structured overviews, cognitive or conceptual-maps, and other 

visual organizers can assist students in arranging their thoughts and Mereby 

enhanœ comprehension (Ifvin, 1 997). tikewise, cognitive maps provide a 

visual, holistic representatim of facts or mcepts, and m i r  relationships within 

an organized framewk (McTghe 8 Lyman. 1988). This helps students to 

represent abstract or implicit information in a more concrete fonn. depict the 

relationships among fads and concepts. generate and elaborate ideas. 

compare the new to the known, as well as store and ietrieve information 

(Arrnbruster and Andersen, 1 980). 

McTighe and Lyman (1 988) further postulate that these graphic 

representations are effective instructional instruments because they provide 

an aid to memory and a common frame of reference. achieved through a type 

of "mental ternplating". In mis way, maps act as organizers to review 

important concepts and ideas in text. highlight relevant associations between 

ideas, and thus aid and consolidate student leaming. 

Maps can be particularly 8fhkacious because they help readers focus 

on what is salient in the text by sensitizing stuâents to the main ideas 

(Ciborowski, 1995). Because mapping actively involves learners in the 

reading-tbinking process, it improves students' comprehension and recall of 

text material, develops the& reading and thinking skills, and can be used as a 

teaching device that permits dynamic interaction through disassion 

(Davidson, 1982). This study considers how such strategies can assist 



leamers in understanding tefl sbucture and constnrd meaning. 

Research in Text Structure and Comprehension 

I nstnictional research validates studmts' knowledge of text structures 

as one important step taward understanding its role in facilSmting 

comprehension. Hiebert and Fiaphad (1 996) submit that our understanding 

has evolved as different theoretical perspectives have been popuiarized 

within the discipline. Behavioural science. for exampie. characterized literacy 

as an observable product, in which the leamer's objective was to recognize 

and remembar print information. Cognitive theonsts shïfted this emphasis 

from decoding words and stuâying what was observable to examining 

narrative and expsitory texts, and the underlying mechanisms of sucœssful 

reading and comprehension. 

The evolution of perspectives on text structure has spuned a number 

of important advanœs in reading, in the areas d cognitive science and 

strategic teaching. Consequentiy. many educators have begun to rethink the 

prevailing construck that surround reading comprehension instruction, and 

how these constructs affect bom our teaching practices and stuâent leaming 

(Dole, Duffy, Roehler, 8 Pearson, 1991 ). 

What educators discovered was that effective comprehension 

requires a baîancéd allotment of limited attentional reçources (Weaver & 

Kintsch, 1 991 ). Discourse wrnprehension requires not orûy a repertoire of 

processing strategies at the perceptual, linguistic and discourse levels, but 

also specific knawledge related to text content Whiie al1 discourse theories 

contend that understanding is difficutt without a consïderabie amount of 

knowiedge activation. how mis ocairs is a matter of dispute (Weaver 8 

Kintsch, 1 991 ). Many experts have focused on the role d text stnicture in 



All cognitive psychologis& who identifid with the informatiorr 

processing framemirk made basic assumptions about the bioiogical 

underpinnings of mental functioning (Pressiey, Goodchild, Fleet, Zajchowski, 

8 Evans, 1 989). Our awareness of the role of text structure in proœssing 

expository writing continues to be heightened (Randolphe-Moore, 1 995) as 

a resuît of numerous investigations. 

Studies by McGee and Richgds (1 985) and Gordon (1990) have 

fooked at instructional factors, which appear instrumental in further developing 

student awareness of text structure in order to optimize proœssing abilities. 

The most signlicant body of research around the nature of text has centred on 

describing the structure or organizational patterns (Hieôert & Raphael, 1996). 

To gain a more thorough understanding of how text works, schohrs began 

idenwng the broad macr-re that characterizes nanative anâ 

expository text forms, identifymg factors that contribute to text coherence, 

and finding dues that make text more mernorable. 

Atthough most of the preliminary work in Mis area looked at narratives 

(Mandler & Johnsun, 1 977), similar research was conducted on the structure 

of expsitory text (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Meyer & Rice, 1984). Like 

narratives, rewarch on expository text has emphasizeâ the identification of 

the elements of structure. Expository text structure refers to the patterns an 

author employs to represent ideas and achieve a panicular purpose (Piccolo. 

1987). This structure binds a text's segments together and gives it fonn 

(Meyer, 1985). These relationships are known as a text's top-level 

structures (Meyer, 1985). 



Meyer (1 985) ddineated a number d organizational patterns 

wmmon to content area text. Some examples are: (1) sequential. (2) 

enurneration. and (3) compare and cantrast These structures are signailed to 

the reader by various semantic and syntactic techniques, which infom the 

reader that the author has used a distinct pattern (Armbruster & Anderson, 

1 980; Meyer, 1985; Piccolo, 1 987). 

In suuünizing the nature of text and the organizational fadws that affect 

the ability to understand and remember, experts presented two theones. 

First, ideas higher in the structural hierarchy are rernembered more readiiy 

(Meyer. 1 985) and second, readers fonn a gist for the ideas by connecting 

what they are reading wiîh M a t  they already know. and recîucing the text to 

its essence by discarding inelevant and redundant information as they 

proceed (Kintsch, 1 994). 

Pearson and Carnperell(1994) fucther stipulated mat perce~ng the 

organization of a text is an effective reading strategy, since the knowledge d 

how ideas can be M d  together to f m  a logical whok enables the leamer to 

understand, and later recall details more effectively. Therefore, it folbws that 

readers who are knowledgeabie about the text structure have an advantage 

in comprehansion and in remembering over those who are unaware of text 

organization. Story grammars and advance organizers (MaMer & Johnson. 

1 977). for example, assist leamers in developing a xhema for Me way the 

text is organized, and provide a tramferable framework for ~ t d n g  and 

retrieving textually presented information. 

Meyer (1 985) approached the study of prose with an interest in what 

makes some cornponents in text more memorabîe than others. She 

weighed the relative impact of text structure. serial position of information. and 



the relative importance d the ideas as measured by readecs' ratings. Her 

findings revealed that structure was the variable mat most influenced memory. 

Once the organization patterns of informative text were identified, 

instructional research was designed to preserrt these text structures to 

students and to create strategis for successfully implementing this 

knowledge to enhance comprehension and reclill (Raphael et al., 1989). 

Usually readers and writers benefit from an awareness of text structures. 
They are better able to identrfy relevant information, to understand and to 

store and retrieve information (Gagne, 1 978; Meyer, 1 985; Raphael. Englert. 

& Kirschner, 1989; Reder, 1980). They use fhetorical text structure xhemata 

to chunk large biocûs of arbitrary information and distinguish main ideas as a 

means either to facilite or to plan the production of discourse (Herber. 1978; 

Kintxh, 1 990; Mffiee, 1 982; Tayior, 1 982). In theory, the schemata serve 

as 'Lelcro" to which categories of information are attached (Randolphe- 

Moore, 1995). 

Examination of the organizatïon of students' recall protocols i nd i tes  

that good comprehenders use the author's top-level S ~ N C ~ U ~  to store text in 

memory (Meyer, Brandt. & Bluth, 1 980; Taylor. 1 982). In addition, their recall 

protocok tend ta be written in accordanœ with the author's toplevel structure, 

while those who do not use text structure schemata ~erieratly produce 

protocois lacking darity or main ideas (Taylor & Beach. 1984). H e m ,  in the 

production of text. text structure scfremata allow the wter to design a 

"blueprint" for the construction of a unified te~t ,  which conveys the interided 

message (Randolphe-Moore, 1 995). 

Several investigators have mnduded that cornprehension and recall 

are enhancéd when students: (1) undetstand different text structures 

( A m  bruster, Anderson. 8 Ostertag , 1 989; Herber , 1 978; Meyer. Brandt, 8 



Bluth, 1 980; Taylor d Beach, 1 984). (2) possess strategies for creating 

plans (for example, identifyin9 audience, purpose. main ideas), (3) use text 

organization and text signals mroqhout the writing procesç, and (4) have 

sel-regulatory abilities to direct reading and wnting (Englert 8 Hieôert, 1984; 

McGee, 1 982; Meyer, 1 985). Thus, teaching children cornmon expository 

text structures (McGee & Richgels, l985), and how to mate visual 
representations of these stnictures (Armbruster & Anderson, 1980) is very 

effective. 

Other studiis based on schema thwy have demomtfated that the 

structure of text and how adepüy readers recognize that structure affect the 

amount of information that will likdy be retained (McGee & Richgels, 1985). 

i nvestigators have deasively confirmed students' k n m k d g e  of text 

organization as one critical step towards understariding the role of structure in 

the comprehension of expository writing (Hiebert 8 Raphael, 1996; McGee, 

1 982; McGee, 1985). Gordan (1 990) speculated that students who used 

text structure in foming a gist when reading had a better understanding of the 

need to insert it into m i r  individual uwiting. It appears good readers use top 

level structure to frame their wnting, while weak readers fail to use any 

discernible organizing structure when they mite (Crowhurst, 1991). 

In terms of comprehension, teachers must examine texts from the 

perspective of students' knowledge and cultural backgrounds to becorne 

cognizant of the linkages that karnen might formulate between text ideas and 

the schema they bring to the reading task. This awareness enables teachers 

to anticipate the connedons that students are likely to make between ideas in 

the text and their personal schema. In generai, including knowledge-building 

in instruction, prasenthg leaming projects that acœlerate the integration of 

information, and developing text structures that assist sadents to cope with 

new academic materials remain important components of any successful 

37 



This study addresses the issue of content instruction by moddling oie 

processing of informative text 

The readirigwrjfjng mnecbion. Early in the cenhrry, behavioural 

specialists were conœrned with textbooks, reaciabihty formulas, and applying 

Skinner's (1 954) principles of operant condioning to aie leaming 

environment. ln conhast, cognitive scientists attempted to eexplin the nature 

of text (Meyer, 1985). students' metacognitive knowledge related to text 
(Flower & Hayes, 1994). and factors that contributed to readers' and writers' 

ease or diffiwlty in processing information (Ambruster 8 Andecson, 198û). 

The literature substantiates that weak wnters tend to lack abilrty in using 

text structures to produce well organized emtory wnting (Englert, & 

Hiebert, 1984; Moss, Leone, & Dipillo, 1997). lnstead of targeting logical 

relationships, as proficient writers do, weak miters are more concemed with 

external standards such as appearance and length (Taylor 8 W c h ,  1984). 

Not having schemata for text structures seems to result in a type d 'cognitive 

overloaâ", making the production of cohesive text problematic (Randdphe- 

Moore, 1 995). 

Another dilemma for weak readers and writers is the ambiguous and 

unorganized nature of some writing found in content area textbooks. Moss, 
Leone and Dipillo (1 997) suggest that many textbooks provide students 

with less-than-excellent models of expositary miting. But by integrating 

reading and writing, stuôents' comprehension of content area textbooks and 

their consequent development as competent raders and writers are 



f acilitated (D' AngebBrom ley, 1 985). 

In an atternpt to gain a deeper understanding of children's leaming 

processes, some studies have focused on idenûfying the underiying 

components shared by these two intenelated psybological processes 

(Belanger, 1987; Randolph Moore, 1995). Perhaps the foremost 

component is that language is basic to reading and miting and that both draw 

upon wmmon cognitive phenomena to constnict meaning (Flood 8 Lapp. 

1 988; Squire, 1 983; Kintsch 8 van Dijk, 1 978). 

Whik research exploring the reading-writing connecfion is limited, 

correlations betweeci reading achievement and writing proficiency are 

considerd to be well estaMished in a broad range of investigations. featunng 

different subjects, measures and treatrnents (Belanger, 1987). These data 

give furaler credence to the cornmon observation that able readers are 

usually skilW writers, while those who have diicutty with one, often face 

problems with the other. Other surveyç of the literature by Moore (1 993, 

Randolphe-Moore (1995), and Stotsky (1 983) also reveal that better writers 

tend to be better readers, that better writers read more than weaker writers, 

and mat better readers proâuœ syntactically more cornplex writing than 

weaker readers. 

Other empirical inquiries exploring the relationship between good and 

weak readers and writers and their use of top-level structures have found 

patterns that reflect the readingwriting conmcüon in general (Randolphe 

Moore, 1995). McGee (1 982) demonstrated that better comprehenders 

recognized structure whië reading. and reproduced structure in their own 

wriüng. Belanger (1 987) illustrated that the study d syntax and paragraph 

structure and the organization of expository wnting has consistentiy produced 

meaningf ul gains on reading measures. Stotsky (1 984) Confmded that 



almost al1 the studies invoiving writi ng acavioes designed specifcallly to 

ameliorate reading comprehension or the retention of information resulted in 

substantial gins in both comprehençion and recall. This has led to the 

hypothesis that interventions involving both reading and writing are 

undoubtediy benefidliil for improving student acaôemic peifmanœ 

(Randolphe-Moore, 1 995). 

Literacy experts have not yet been able to fully explain how teachers 

can best promote reading and writing development. whiie simuttaneously 

exploïting this complex reîationship. Research has shawn, howevier, that 

writing witivates understanding and retention of text material, and orientates 

leamers to some d the organizational features used by authors to share 

information (Cudd & Roberts, 1 989; Harper, 1989). Writing also augments 

wntent kaming if shident attention is foaffed on important text information 

(D'Angele8romley. 1985). 80th reœnt theory and research indicate that the 

concurrent devetopment of these skitls also extends factual or conceptual 

learning (Irwin, 1977; Stotsky. 1 983). 

Among the numerous empifical shidies. the most promising reading 

and writing treatments have k e n  those which have taught prose structure 

directly through sentence and paragraph analysis. story schemata. and 

hierarchical summaries (Belanger, 1987). The study of structure enables 

students to improve their understanding of what they read, and assist them in 

presenting their own ideas. As outiined eaflier, studies by Tayior and Beach 

(1 984) also corroborate the notion of teaching prose structure and story 

schemata to improve both reading and wriüng abilrty, while others report 

similar findings when average students in the upper elernentary are shown 

how to write outlines and summaries of content area materials (D'Angeb 

Bromley, 1 985). 



Research cm techndogy-swed imtmüm. weak information- 

processing skills are frequently associated with Immiing delays and academic 

diffiwlties (Perkins, 1985). When composing, many students are unable to 

manipuhte the complex cognitive resources needecl to set wrif ng goals, 

formulate content, arrange ideas or evaluate and revise m i r  work (Mac Aithur, 

1 996). This reality has îeâ to the thetion of various instructional applications 

that use technology to boost shident achievement (Lajoie, 1993; Salomon, 

Perkins, & Globerson, 1 991). 

In the cuvent wnacutar, the compoter can be considered as a 

"cognitive twT (Lajoie, 1993; Perkins, 1985; Salomon, Perkins, 8 

Globerson, 1991 ). Reœnt research has assessed the effBCtS of instruction 

and practice on the use of wmputer-generated maps as a means of 

processing text, organizing information for study and improving students' 

writing and comprehension of content area print materials. 

Although many options have been testecl, the literature proves that 

three cornputer-related activities have been effective for shident leaming and 

academic growth (Anderson4 man, 1 996). These are real-time note taking, 

synthesizing materials (mapping), and developing strategies for studying 

textbooks. 

Data from a series of stuâies indikate that computer-based outlining 

and mapping prograrns can be useful tools for improving text 

comprehension of average and below-average students (Andermlnman, 

Redekopp, 8 Adams, 1992). Furthemore, thereispreliminaiyevidencethat 

using cornputer-based outlining prograrns as study aids is effective in 

improving the test scores of at risk students (Adams, 1990; Adams 8 

Anderson-lnman, 1991, cited in Anderçorrlnrnan et al., 1996). 



The explorations conducted by Anderson-lnman. Knox-Quinn and 

Horney (1 996) specify a number of projeas that have used technology as 

an additional support to expand the repertoire of learnirg strategies availabte 

to at-nsk students. In one study, Anderson-lnrnan and her colbagm (1 996) 

taught snidents a four-step procedure for synthesizing mateflal using outiining 

software. Students listed major headings. read and inserted information, 

restructured their work by incorporaating additional subheadings, and 

rearranged ideas to fa the revised structure. This process faalitateci and 

accelerated student leaming , enhanœd academic performance. and reduced 

learner anxiety. 

Observations d teachers who have integrated cornputer-based 

outlining and mapping into their cumicuium imply that the programs are easily 

initiated and wiâely effective aaoss varying conditions (Anderson-lnman. 

1992). The software has also been shown to have the potential to support 

students' planning processes, and facilitate their access to prhr knowledge 

(MacArthur, 1 996). 

ln other investigations, Anderson-lnman (1 996) repofted that students 

in a high school science dass were sucœssful in learning to use a computer- 

based concept-mapping program as a vehicle to synthesize information 

across seven days of reading and lectures. As evidenced by performance 

on curriculum-embeddgd quines, the more cornplex their maps, the more 

students learned. In another study, impressive results were also obtained 

when secondary students were given access to laptop corn puters to 

facilitate the recording, organization, and manipulation of content area subject 

matter (Anderson-lnman et al., 1 996). 



For aie purposes of this study, one cornputer program (Inspiabon 

5.0, 1997) is examined as a means to assist students in recording, 

synthesizing and understanding the inter-relationship of ideas containeci in 

informative text. 

The Meoretical background for the present study draws from the work 

of a number of literacy aieoreticians and practitioners. The empirical theories 

underpinning social mst ruct~sm and the mode1 af informatibn processing 

and its relationship to content area instnicoon, text stnicture, metacognition, as 

well as information related to the reading-writing connectbn, and strategy- and 

technology-based instruction al1 provide the faundation for this study. The 

main tenets of this research are highlighted as thay pertain to the question of 

how to implement a conceptual-mapping intervenüon as a means of assisting 

learners to process, record, organize. manipuiate. and visualize the inter- 

relationships of ideas cantaineâ in content area texts. 

Rather than teaching skills in isolation in the form of "pullaN 

programming, the intervention in this study stresses the importance of 

teaching reading and writing within aie content area dassroom. This increases 

the possibility that transfer of newly acquired skills will occur. 

This study attempts to capitalize on the interactive nature of learning. 

Based on their prior knowledge of the topic as well as their knowledge of text 
structure, learners create a schema that facilitates both iearning and recail of 

text content. A fwther premise is that stuâents' knowiedge and strategic 

procesçing can be rnodified through direct. explicit instruction or training. As 

such, the intervention indudes knowkdge-building and direct. expikit 



instruction that allows chilâren to integrate and transfer informatkm more 

efficientty. 

This instructional appfoaai acknowtedges the importance of studants' 

awareness of their own strategies, aiternative methods. and technques for 

self-monitoring as a means of improving comprehension performance. It also 

indudes prereading activities, guided practice. p s t  reading . modeîling and 

demonstration, imdepth expliat explanatbns. as well as coaching and 

feedback to promote the intended metacognitive behaviours. 

We are cognizar?? of the importance of text structure Ki determining 

what readers will leam, understand and retain. We consider the nation that 

graphic organizers oc maps aid recall when readers engage in reananging 

information. as well as help students recognize and use the author's topkvel 

structure ( Alvermann, 1 981 ). 

In ternis of the connedon of reading and writing to this study, we have 

considsred that writing facilitates the understanding and retention of text 

material and enhances content leamirig. We also are aware that intewentions 

invohring both reading and writing can be signifiant in fostering metacognitive 

development. 

This instructional intenrention supporCs the learner's active participation 

and engagement through the use d scaffolded instruction. This strategy- 

based approach can also be applied fluidly and adaptively as needed. 

The present study represents an adaptation of investigations that 

have shown much promise. It is based on research that swrounds the 

pedagogy of students' ability to read, organize and write informational text. 

The foais is on using cornputer-generated rnapping to tease out key 



information in text, and to organize it into coherent. ogMS sûwtured Wriffen 

summaries. Technobgy is used to support the efforts d students to acquire 

and apply leaming strategies when interacüng with informative texts. 



CHAPTER III 

Research Methodolog y 

This research inmgated and evaluated the extent to which 

cornputer-based ieaming strategies improved stuûents' ability to process 

text, organize information. enhance cornprehension for coriterit area texts and 

strengüien the quality of informative writing. The shidy invoIV8d one dass of 

sixth grade French Immersion sadents and their two ciassroom teachers at 

one schaol. 

The division had alreaây cornmined to the integration of technobgy 

across the curriculum for imtrwtïonal purposes. It had invested in the 

appropriate hardware and software to support this stuây, and was prepared 

to devebp the computer literacy skills of the staff who were interesteci in 

exploring this question of whether the use of camputef-based conceptual- 

rnapping would have a positive effect on students' ability to read. organize 

and write informationai text. More speàfcaliy, this shidy investigated how 

well students leamed to remgrtire and folkwu the structure in a text. record 

notes within the context of a cornputer-generated frame or map and write a 

cohesive, organized summary to reflect the important content. 

During the planning phase, the two dassroom teachers, the 

investigator, and the Coordinator d Media SeMces and Gifted Education 

met several times to brainstorm how best to conduct the stuûy. The 

divisional C m  puter Coordinator also assisted on a consultative basis. During 

this period, teadiers ieameâ the technology. fmulated a feasible time Iine. 

selected wrriaihr leaming materbis, organized stuâent groups. aeated 

leçsons. as well as ôevised and impiemented plans for lessons. 



The principal invesügator organized. impiernented and assessed al1 

aspects d the study. There were a number d tasks including: obtaining 

consent from the division, principal. teactiers and parents, writing a 

funding proposal to cover the wst of the additional software, consuhing with 

divisional representatives, faalitating orientations for teachers, students and 

parents (power point presentation), working in cullaboration with teachers in 

locating instructional materials and selections for pre pst-  and delayed post- 

testing, organizing the tirnetable. aeating conceptual-mapping templates and 

scming rubrics, teactiing students, providing feedback on their work, assisting 

the library technaan in pceparing the cornputer lab, as weil as gathering. 

synthesizing and analyzing both the quantitative and qualitative data. 

Theactual instwüonal intervention began during the first week d 

February, 1999 and continued for two periods a six-day cycle for eleven 

sessions, ending the third week in March. The pre-test was administered in 

Jan uary, prior to the intenrention. The pst-test was administered in iate 

March following the intervention. The dehyed-post test was administered 

eight weeks later. Ongoing data collection included: (1 ) taking field notes to 

document feedback f rom teachen dsscribing instructional efforts, technical 

needs, stuûent actMties. conœms, and remmendations for improvment, 

as well as (2) recording teacher observations and data from teacher 

intew-ews (Appendix A), and (3) analyzing student exit slip responses 

(Appendix 6) and the conceptual-maps and written summaries. 

The dual track elementary school in which the study took place was 

located in an urban mmunity. The s-l popuhtion was predaminantiy 

middle class, stable and served approximately 350 students in kindergarten 



through to grade six. The schooi was staffed by twenty teaaien and four 

teaching assistants. About 1 Wh of the population received some fonn of 

additional support services, and 1 % cd these shidents were idenafied as 

chiidren with special needs. the school had a-ted an indusion model for 

students. meaning that al1 chiidren attended regulaf education classes most of 

the day, with some stuôents rece~ng  individualized or small group resource 

or mnseiling 'pullout" programming as needed. 

As anücipated, al1 21 students in one grade six French immersion dass 

participated in the study. Students were organized into groups of two. The 

class was comprised of 6 boys and 1 5 girls. As stated earlier. the 

investigator faalitated a brief orientation for parents and shidents, mer which 

permission to participate was obtained from al1 interesteci parents 

(Appendix C). 

Upon cornpietion of oie stdy, parents had an oppominity to use the 

technology at the end of March. 1999, with their child acting as teacher. 

Permission was also obtained from aie dassroom teachers, in order to use 

their observations and interview responses as part of the data gathered over 

the course of this study (Appendix D). These two teachers were emptoyed 

part-time in a job share situation. 

lmwonai mateMIs. A series of 600-700 word passages, 

approximatdy a page and a hatf in îength. taken from a variety of grade six 

level content area materials (textbaaks. videos, newspapers. magazines), 



were read during the instnicoanal and measurnent phases d the study. The 

teabiers helped saiect reading material on subject matter not yet awereâ in 

clas. Text readings mnsisted of ninning text and were written in both French 

and English. Newspaper articles and videas were presented in English only. 

Measures. To assess the prepost marnent gains, as well as transfer 

effects uf the instructional intervention. students: (1 ) read three diiferent 

passages (Appendix E), one before, one immediately after and one after an 
eight week delay, (2) generated a paper-pencil map of the passage ideas. 

and (3) wrote a summary. For each passage. conceptual-maps were rated 

against teaaier-created ternplates (Appendix F) by cwnting Me number d 

superordinate and subordi~te ideas contained in the maps. Points were 

given for al1 relevant ideas presented. A refined version of the -ring rubric 

(Appendix G) provided in the Grad 6 Eriglsh ianguage Ar& English, U- 

Immersion and Anglais Standards Test Infornation Bulletin (Manitoba 

Education and Training. 1 998) was used to rate the protbcols for content and 

formforganization. S ummaries were çcored out of a possible eight points. 

AI1 corn puter-created products obU-ned from stuclents during the intervention 

were assessed in this way, in order to provide immediate feedback to both 

students and instnictors in regard to the efficacy of the instruction and the 

mapping procedures. 

Throughout the study, investigator field notes. stuâent exit slip 

responses, teacher reflections and data from teacher interviews were 

accumulateci. As previously stated, the conceptual-maps and written 

sumrnaries were xored using speclic procedures and instruments. EigM 

weeks after the intervention, student products for the deiayad pst-test in 

May. 1999 were evaluated following the same process. 



As indicated. the investigator. the divisional representatives, and the 

two classroom teachers worked togeüw to develop a suitaMe 

implementation plan that coincided with the school timetable and availability of 

part-time personnel. This planning took into consideration the following 

feahires: (1 ) existing procedures for developing amputer literacy skills, (2) 

the six-day cyde timetable, (3) cuniculum expedations and outcornes 

outlined by the Department of Education, (4) the wnting component of the 

provincial ELA curriculum and examination, (5) student characteristics, (6) the 

investigator's and teachers' work schedules. (7) the staff's existing 

technobgicai skills, (8) the strategies highlighted in the SUCCBSS for Al1 

Leamers (1 996) document, and (9) the distri bution of existing technology 

resources. As anticipatecl, these initiai impimentatim pians were refined 

over time as the study praceeded, and modifications were initiated as data 

and feedback became available. 

All participating students were scheâuled in Me computer lab during 

their assigned computer periods on Days two and five in February and 

March, 1999. This enabled the investigator and teachers to provide direct 

instruction to students as a group, and support students' use of the 

conceptual-mapping strategies. 

Instnicoon in the technology was coordinated with teadiers' 

expectations, student needs. and the content area assignments. The focus 

was on using computer-genetated rnapping to tease out the important ideas 

in a text and to organize the ideas into a coherent, cornpiete written surnmary. 

Instruction was ongoing with the gradua1 release d responsibility (Pearson & 

Gallagher. 1983) from teachers to students as they progressed towards 



consoliidation and independent application of the techndogy in aeating 

conceptual-mapping diagrams and outlines of their content area passage 

infmaojon. 

Snidents may experience diiicuity when reading and extracthg 

important faas from text, recordng salient information that facilitates reorieval. 

and sy-izing this information into an original document that illustrates 

understanding. To help shidents accomplish mese ends, the investigator and 

teachers useâ concephral-mapping as a vehide for recording and integrating 

information. Students Wned to: (1 ) mate  topical conceptual-maps, (2) 

read and insert information into their maps, and (3) organize the information 

into conceptual units within maps and linear ouüines. In other words, students 

were taugM a number of procedures inwlved in conceptual-mapping, that 

were applicable to ieaming and writing content area material. The procedures 

induded many adjustments to accommodate the realities related to time 

constraints and the availability of the cornputer lab and the SOffwUe. 

The training procedures were based on many of those alreaây 

desaibed in the literature ( Anderson-l nman, 1 992; Anderson- l nman 8 Zeitz, 

1 994; Horney, Zeitz, & Anderson-lnman, 1 991, cited in Anderson-lnman et 

al., 1 996; Rinehart, Stahl, 8 Erickson, 1986). More speafically, mis study 

relied most heavily on the work of Andersorçlnman et al., (1 996). in 

combination with Befkowitz (1 986) and Taylor & Beach (1 984). 

Underpinning al1 of the procedures, however. was an emphasis on students' 

active participation and literacy development, supported by software for 

information access, organization and manipulation. 



This computer-based information organizer allowed learners to 

produce electronic outlines and pictonal representations of information. 

Consequently. students leamed strategies for organizing content area reading 

material into well-written summaries. Through moddling , explikit instruction. 

demonstration and practic8. students were taught to use the conceptual- 
mapping program as a cornputer-generated information organizer. ananged 

in a format similar to that used by the author of Me text These computer- 

mapping representations were then convertecl into hierarchical summaries. 

Students worked in pairs when constructing their maps. but wote m i r  

summaries independentiy. At the end of each lesson. students completed 

an exit slip (Harste, Short & Burke. 1988) stating what they learned. what 

they were uncertain about, plus additional questions. 

Since the outliner is f ully integratd with a graphics mponent that 

enables students to change outlines into diagrams and vice versa. the 

cornputer program InSpSramn 5.0 (1 997) represents an exceptional 

instrument for organizing shident wnting. Various mappng configurations can 
be individually created to meet the parameters of the different tasks, and 

pictorial or linear text can be mwed into any atm of the page. Collectively. 

these features provide students with a wealth of aiternatives in ternis of 

organizingtheir sumrnaries. 

In-. The investigator and the teaciers fdbwed a specific 

instructional pracess. Students were taught to construct a skeieton map of the 

reading selection by typing in aie information mey found for topic headings 

and main ideas or subheadings for each paragraph. Then students were 

shown how to use the computer program to insert the headings and 

subheadings as informational nodes linked to the topic We or paragraph 

subheadings. This ccystallizatian of the chaprer's content into an o v e ~ e w  of 



significant ideas and vacabulary required active processing of the text and 

manipulation of the information into a aeaningful end pcoduct, which was 

consistent wïth the text's stmmre. This instnidionril process provided 

students with the framewofk they needed to idenMy, organize and Ieam 

important information. 

The training thus wnsisred of four basic parts. Stuâents were taught 

how to: (1 ) manipulate the technology, (2) distinguish the structure of texts, 

(3) use a cornputer-based, visual frame or conceptuai-map to take notes 

which were mis ten t  with the text structure, and (4) write an accurate 

summation of the information containeci in the map. 

Teaching featured direct-explicit instruction with teacher modelling of 

explicitty defined procedures within the eîeven sessions of instruction These 

inciuded guiâed practice as students worked on the different passages. 

teacher monitoring witb con8CtiV8 feedback, and independent practice. The 

strategy was first describec! and demonstrated to students by the teacher. 

The modelled use of the sbategy was ampan ied  by thinkaloud 

statements about how to execute the procedure, an explanation of the 

rationale undedying the strategy. and situations where the strategy couid be 
applied (metamgnitive background about the strategy and teaching for 

transfer). Teadier-guided practice was also provided dong with corrective 

feedback about how to improve performance. Practice continuecl until the 

students coutd independently carry out the strategy proficientty. 

Reinforcernent occurred in the form of praise, and continueâ throughout the 

leaming phase d the intervention. Generalization was encouragecl by 

varying the types of material used to practice the strategy (for exampie, 

summarizing bath soàal studies and science texts). More specifically, the 

instructional steps proceeded as indicated below. 



During the instnictional phase. the first two, forty-five minute sessions 

were devoted to teaching shidents how to construct a conceptuai-map using 

the cornputer program. The teacher proviâeâ a rationale for the instruction - 
the idea that texts use dierent structures to plesent information, and that 

leaming to create visual representaüons can provide a framework for locating 

the main ideas and then help in remembering important points. The teacher 

explaineâ how to record and organize information in the co(~c~ptual-map, and 

had students practise in tM r  partner groupings. 

Duing lessons three through eieven, students received standardized 

instruction, which foc- on accessing or providing knowledge of topic, and 

presenting new vocabulary. The teacher modalled the map mnstrwlfion 

procedure for the students. Students leamed to compiie text material 

according to the organiratbn d superordinate and subordirate ideas in the 

selected passages. 

The teacher asked students to open üwir filas by dicking on the 

Inspiration iain, typing the title into the main idea syrnbd which appeared at 

the center of the screeri. Next, students read the text to determine three to 

f ive central ideas. which they listed by dicking two grid squares to the left of 

the Mk, typing, and pressing 'enter". This was repeateâ for each paragraph 

heading. Each heading appeared within a separate ovalEsymbol on the 

screen. 

Students then skimmed the passage again and recorded two or three 

important details under each main idea. Shidents selected the paragraph #1 

syrnbd. clicked on the "rapid fire" icon, then typed in one detail, and pressed 

"enter", men the next detail and so on. Students were aMe to click in any 



open grid with the mouse to deactivate the "rapid Iren feature. This 

procedure was repeated for al1 other entries. To convert the pictonal diagram 

into an linear ouüine. stüdents clicked on "outlin&, which was one of the menu 

items located at the top of the screen. Student outiines were then expanded, 

edited, and printed. Finally. each student submitted his or her map and 

surnmary to the instnictors, who after dass m e  corrective feedback, and 

returned the protocols in time for the next leçson. 

This same procedure was followed for sessions three airough eleven. 

Teadiers provided guided practice throughout these lesxnis. During the 

tweifth session. students were expected to perform al1 tasks independentty. 

The poçt-test was conducted during the final leson. H i le  delayed-pst tests 

occurred during the month of May, 1999. Student maps and summaries 

were evaluated using the same sconng procedures indi~ated eariier 

(Appendices F 8 0). Exit slip and teacher interview data were gathered 

togettier. 

Assessment and Scorina Procedures 

Assessment conditions. Individual student conceptual-maps and 

summaries were oollected throughout the intervemedonon Each of the 

conceptual-maps and wntten protocols was evaluated and returneâ to 

students. Prducts of the pre- past- and transfer tests were analyzed in the 

same manner as the maps and summaries generated during the 

implementation phase. Written protacals were scored independentiy by the 

investigator and the two dassroom teachers. As well. ten percent of the 

protoculs from the pre- pst -  and delayed post-tests mixed to ensure 

saring obpctivity were xored by an outside evaluator to o h i n  inter-rater 

reliability (r = -90). 



Smfing. Each conceptuai-map was segmented into idea units and 

was corn pared to a teacher-created rnapping template of the conesponding 

passage, and scored accordingly. Full points were awardeâ for maps that 

distirguished main ideas from details. organized main ideas using the author's 

text structure. embellished main ideas with details. categorïzed detaiis under 

the appropriate main idea, and induded the titie for each topic. One point 

was tabulated for each idea unit that U?e student either used verbatirn or 

paraphrased from the text selectim. The summaries were evaluated using 

the xoring nibric highlighted earlier (Appendix G). Marks were earned for 

content and form or organization, based on Me designated scoring aiteria. 

More specifically, students reœived a possible fwe points for content. and 

three points for form w organization. 

Analvses of Data 

Quantitativedata. Quantitative data consisted of pre- and ps t -  as 

well as delayed pst-testing protocols gathered in response to three 

munterbalanoed prompts that required students ta create first, conceptual- 

maps and second. written summaries using pend and paper. Analysis of the 

conceptual-mapping and written summary scores was carried out in order to 

assess pre-post treatrnent gins, as wetl as transfer effects More and after 

the intervention. Three foHow up t-tests were then conducfeâ to Iocate the 

source of the variance for each dependent variable: (1) conceptual-maps, (2) 

summary wnting (content). and (3) sumrnary writing ( f m ) .  

Qualitathe data The second set of data dexnbed recurring patterns 

or behaviours observed during Me intervention itseIf. These sources 

included student exit slip responses. as well as the field notes documenting 

teacher obsen,ations and interview resulk. These data were anaîyzed 



through repeated searches in order to identify emerging themes or 

generalizations. 



Chapter IV 

Data Anaiyds 

The purpose of this study was to invesügate the Wect of using a 

corn puter-based conceptual-mapping program on students' ability to read. 
organize and write infonnational text. There were two major &ta sources. 

Quantitativedata. Quantitative data consisted of pre- and pst -  as 

well as âeiayed post-testing pratowis gathered in response to three 

counterbalanced prompts that required studenEs to electronicalîy create first, 

conceptual-maps and second, written surnmaries. The conceptual-maps and 

written surnmaries were rated in order to assess prepost treatment gains, as 

well as transfer eff8ds before and after the intewntion. There were 21 

students who participated in the shidy. 

Q u a l i t a ~  data The second set of data described patterns or 

behaviours observed dunng the intewention itself. These sources induded 

student exit slip respom, field notes that documented teacher 

obsewations and teaaier interviews. Ongoing searches through the data 

revealed three categories of information that related to: (1 ) the use of 

technology. (2) the instructional proces. and (3) saident performance. 

Quantitative Anabses 

Creatim Conœ~tual-Ma~s 

The first major item foc statistical anaiysis mght to amer: 

1 ) Will students' ability to determine the superordinate and subordinate ideas 

of the assigned infonnational material be enhanced as a result of engag ing in 
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concephial-mapping adMaes? Mean scores for pre- pst- and delayed 

post-tesüng are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Means for Conce~taril-M~D 

Pre-test - Post-test 

11.52 12-48 

When conceptual-map performance was cornpareci aaoss test times. 

as shown in Table 1, the means were: 11 -52. 12.48 and 12.28 respectively 

for the pre-, pst-  and delayed post-test performance. The mean difference 

between pre- and post-test was 0.96 in favour of the postt-test. The mean 

dïfference between pre- and delayed pst-test was 0.76 in favour of the 

delayed post-test. 

Follow up statistica! analysis comparing mean performance from pre 

to post-test and from pre to delayed post-test respectively indicated 

statisücaliysignificantdiffermœs, (21) = 1.76, g c -05; (21) = 2.05. g < .05. 

There was no signlicant difference between pst-  and delayed post-test 

scores. Thus. following the focused instruction and use of the amputer 

mapping program. students made statisticalîy significant gains in ternis of Umir 

ability to discern subordinate and superordinate components in a text and to 

represent them in a mapping canfiguration from pre to pst-test and from 



pre- to deiayed post-test This indicated ttiat, over time, studecits maintaineâ 

their post intervention ability to create conceptual-rnaps. 

The second and third major items for statistiçal analysis sought to 

determine the affects of conceptual-rnapping on students' content area 

knowledge and organizational skills as assessed through summary writing. 

The question for study was: 

2) Witl stuôentsl ability to compose summaries of informative text improve 

as a resuit of consbuding conceptual-maps of the assigned reading material 

as rated first, for content, and second, for form or organization? Mean scores 

for pre- post- and deiayed post-testing are presented in Tabie 2. 

Tabte 2 - Means for Summam Writinq (Content) 

When summary scoring cornparisons for content were made across 

test times, as shown in Tabie 2, the means were: 3.19,3.57 and 3.57 

respectively for pre-. p s t -  and delayeâ pst-test performances. The mean 

difTer8nce beîween pre- and post-test was 0.38 in favour of the pst-test 



The mean difîerence between pre and delayed post-test was 0.38 in favour 

of the delayed post-test. 

Statistical analysis comparing mean performance from pre to post- 

test and from pre- to deiayed post-test respectively indicated statisticaliy 

signifiant dieremes, f (21) = 1.79, < -05; (21) = 2.36, g c -05). mus, 
following ais focused instruction and the wmng of hierarchical summaries. 

students made statisticaliy significant gains trom pre to post-testing in ternis 

of their ability to show evidenœ of purpose. as well as include a range of 

details to scpport WC. use language and vocabuhry to enhance rneaning 

and mate emphasis. 

Owr time, students maintained meir post intervention abiMy to write 

content in sumrnaries. These results indicated no loss of gain between pst -  

and delayed-post testing. 



When summary scoring cornparisons for fom were made across test 

times, as shown in Table 3, the means were: 1 -52, 1 -86 and 2.00 

respecûveiy for the pre-, pst-  and deîayed post-test performanoas. The 

mean differenœ between pre- and pst-test was 0.34 in favour of the post- 

test. The mean ditference between pre- and delayed post-test was 0.48 in 

favour of the delayeû post-test. 

S tatistical analysis cumparing mean performance from pre to post- 

test and from pre to delayed post-test respecüwly indicated statistically 

s i g n d k m t d i i , ~  (21) = 2.32, gc -05; g(21) = 3.63, &< -05. Thus, 

foliowing Mefoarsed instnicaon and the wriüng of hierarchical summaries, 

students made statistïcaîiy signihcant gains in ternis d their ability b show 

evidence of following the template for the summary, induding lead and 

concluding sentences. and using language epprqxiate to form. There was a 

significant difference between post and âelayed pst-test scores indicating 

mat gains were maintained. These reîults indikated significant effects for fom 

or organization. 

Summarv of Quantitative Analvsis Results - MaPs and Summaries 

Performance resuits for both the maps and summaries (content and 

form) for pre-. post and pst-testing (Tabks 1,2,3) are ail statistically 

significant These findings reinfocced the value d the technoiogy-based 

intervention as an effective means for students to recognize and fdlow the 

structure in a te*. record notes within aie context of a cornputer-generated 

map, as weil as write a cohesive, acganized summary that accurattely 

em bodies the author's original message. Gains were either maintaineci or 

irnproved after the intmmnnion. 



The quantitative data describecl in the preceding section estaMished 

that the use d this cornputer-based rnapping program as a writing tool for the 

grade six stuclent in the shidy had a statistically sgnifcant impact on their 

ability to: (1 ) identîfy the superordinate and subordinate ideas in informative 

text, (2) compose surnrnaries of text that contained the main ideas, and (3) 

organize their wnting. 

Qualitative Analsis 

While the statistical anaiysis of pre-, post- and transfer intervention 

performance was informative in tenns of program evaluation, further insight 

into the intervention process was pro- by documenting what transpired 

during instniction. The information oôtained from invesügator field notes, 

student exit slip responses, teachec reflections and data f rom teacher 

intem-ews was analyzed. Repeated searches through the data revealed 

three cabgories of information that rehted to: (1) the use of technology, (2) 

the instructional proces, and (3) student performance. 

Use of Technoloav 

Teachers agreed that it was exhemefy d i u l t  ?O plan, follow up and 

meet on a regular basis. The availabilrty and werall fwictioning d the 

cornputer Iab equipment were problematic. 

Students also reported concerns in regard to technical probkms. The 

technician was often required to assist with printing problw which flllstrated 

some students and slowed progress. Although there were technical 

frustrations, the use of technokgy conhibuted to students' success in reading , 

organizing and writing informational text, as shown by the statistical aaniyses. 



All students rmarked that aie program directions were clear and 
sim p b  to follow. They reported that the most useful Inspiration 5.0 (1 997) 

options for mappÏng out their ideas were the arrange. 'rapid firen, outline, 

diagram, colwr and print options. They also used the enlarge and nudging 

options to plaœ items on the page. 

In general, the teachers agreed mat the conceptual maps served as 

effective tods for assisüng in the recall and organization of information, as well 
as planning for future miüng. The visual wtlim and diagrams helped 

students to "see the big picturen, and to develop some precision in defining 

characteristics or key ideas pertaining to the given topic. The expository text 

frames such as those presented in Inspiration 5.0 (1 997) heiped students to 

understand and replicate text structure in their own writing. The conceptual- 

maps fostered students' ability to represent their understanding and to 

develop insight into the author's intended message. 

When asked what seemed to work well for aie dass in terms of the 

cornputer-based rnapping and sumrnary writing, the teachen indicated that 

they Iiked the flexibility of the program. The concepualmaps or trames 

aliowed students to use different coloun, symbds and shapes to convey 

meaning and organize ideas in categories. and to manipulate rnaps into linear 

outlines or vice versa. 

The mapping helped some students to further develop their 

comprehension skills as related to construdng and confinning meaning, 

outlining, summarizing, and creating their own texb which communicated and 

demonstrated understanding of the textual information. Mapping also 

permitted stuclents to mate and follow a predeterrnined plan to collect and 

record information, rnake notes on a topic, combine relevant information from 



more than one source. and carry out furttier prase using the organizational 

patterns of informational text to facilitate meaning maki ng . 

The students also highlighted numerow advantages of the mapping 

program when recording and wganizing text information. Wben asked what 

made it easier to organize or understand the text information using the 

computer mapping program, they stated t h t  the diagrarn/outline options 

expedited the reading and arranging of ideas, as well as the sequeming of 

the material or concepts. The categorization of thoughts was simplified by 

using the diierent colous and shapes in the cOnOepfiJaI-map or diagram. 

Furthemore. the maps were infinitely expandabie and therefore. it was less 

difficult to edit and rewark material because students did not need to erase, 

start over or rewrite. 

Shidents indicateâ that wing the techmiogy was a faster and more 

efficient way to work, and that they did mt have to flip back and forth 

between many pages of notes. Internai summary changes such as 

additions, modifications and deletions from any area of the document were 

easiiy mmpleted without the usual time-consuming recopylng required in 

paper-based outlines or drafts. The writing and editing of surnmaries were 

facil-itated because the rnaps were neater. organized and ciearly presented. 

Students related that working with the computer was more fun than using 

paper and pencil. This indicates deeper and more rewarding engagement of 
students in the miting actiwty. 

When askeô what made it easier to write the summafy with the 

program outline provideci, students indicated that it was more organized. 
They knaw what to indude because they could check against the ideas 

presented in the maps or outlines. The wnting of surnrnarias was facilitateci 

because it did not take as long to delineate the main ideas and secondary 
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details. since these had already been analyzed and were present in the 

conceptual-map. 

Partnef g r a i p ~ s .  Teachers supportecl the idea d stuôents working 

in pairs, which maôe the classroom a supportive setting for collaborative 

leaming. Teachers e m r a g e â  the exaiange of ideas and appfeciated the 

value of students' ideas. Collaborative small group work and peer cntiquing 

placed the responsibilrty for improuement witt'i the snidents. Students had 

an oppartunity to engage in exploratory communication, devdop and extend 

understanding. expiain opinions, and search for ways 1D reorganize ideas and 

information to promote f urther understanding. 

Students learn content and imeased aieir abilïty to express ideas by 

interacting with others (Barnes, 1995; Vygotsky, 1978). In general. stuôents' 

comments confimi that having LYwo heads thinking together" was beneficial. 

Students indicated that the collaborative dyaâs facilitateci the pocess of 

detemining main ideas. understanding the matefiai more deariy. finding 

additional details to complement the main ideas, locating al1 relevant 

information. arranging thoughts. increasing prodUChMty. enhancing each other's 

knowledge base, evaluating the coherency of the writing. and remembering 

how to use the vanous options in the program. 

There were drawback to the collaborative leaming. Some studentç 

reporteci that sometimes it was more diicult to callaborate with sorneone 

who did not contribute their share or work together. At times. it was 

challenging b reach a consensus about the main ideas and the appropriate 

place to aâd secortdary details. Students indicated t b t  working together was 

not always desirabie. 



Efficscyand time management- The features of the rnapping program 

facilitated and acœierateâ actMties tha t t rad i i l y  were conducted using 

pencii and paper- By introducing the eiectronic wriüng tool, the academic task 

of mappng ideas during reading helped to enhance performance and 

minimize frustration. Shidents' mments  further validated the advantage of 

using technobgy to write compared with pencil and paper. Students 

reported that the technoiogy took the tediurn out of writing. Shidents a b  felt 

that they could write more complete summaries. Wriüng with a computer was 

thus more interesting, les stressfui and time efficient than miting with paper 

and pencil. 

As suggested previously, when writing with paper and pencil, erasing 

and reananging can becorne time consuming and illegibk. Using technology 

allowed studerits to insert or delete information maiout having to rewrite the 

entire paragraph or summary. The computer al- produced mat, clear 

summaries, and facilitated the cmWucüon of mbrent meaningful text 

Students also oonfirmed that the computer assisted them in managing 

their writing. They couid save their work. Mereby reducing the number of 

papers to organize. Whereas shidents &en misplaced their drafts, the 

technology made it easier to retrieve and manage written work. 

Student Outcornes 

When asked how effective the project was in ternis of improving the 

quality (ment .  organizationRorm) of students' informative writing. teechers 

reçponded that for some of the at7isk leamers in particuhr, the Inspiration 5- 0 

(1 997) program gave them a frame of reference from which to start t b i r  

writing. The skektal stnicture helped these students to recognize different 

paragraph structures and create their own organired paragraphs. It served to 

provide them with a visual representation of the topic, which showed 



connections and relationships betweeri the diierent ideas. It a b  furnished 

them a meaningful oveMew d the leaeamed information, and an aiternate 

rnethod of recordi ng ideas. 

Tranderofskilk When asked about the effect of cornputer mapping 

and summary writing on students' computer-literacy, teachers' responses 

were positive. They indicated that there was evidenca that skilts had ben  

transfened to other curricular subjects in their dass. The visual ieamers 

seemed to use this technique repeatedly. They inventecl ways to categorize 

information using âiierent coloun, frame configurations and shapes. 

In examining the effectiveness of the project in ternis of improving 

stuclent learning by integrating the ainiculsr goals with thinking. rnapping and 

technology, teachers attested that. for many students. the project had been 

very effective. As stated, teachers also notiœd mat some students were 

spontaneously using mapping in other subject areas and assignments. 

When asked how weil the activities helped to better prepare students 

for the grade six standards exam, teachers affirmed mat it was very useful. 

Results indicated good scores/understanding on the writinglmapping 

cornponent of the examinaüon. Students were more adequately prepared 

to access and interpret exam questions presented in the various diagrams 

and organizers. 

G iven another opportunity to use this techmlogy or do future projects. 

teachers stated they would giw more feedback more often, use this 

technology in mathematics or science, and experiment with some of the 

prefabricated ternplates included in the Inspiration 5.0 (1 997) package. They 

would also extend the use of technology to 0 t h  text structures (for 

example, compare/w ntrast text). 
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Teachers also specified that this technology fits perfecüy with the 

General Outcornes outlined by the Deparhien? for Language Arts. In this 

wayl mapping and summary writing using Me computer allowed students to 

be cornfortable with the ocganization, and ta focus more on the content and 

ideas presented in the various texts. 

Reiuctant leamers. With regard to rating the project as a whok for its 

effect on students' îearning. teachers suggested that it had varying degrees of 

effect depending on the snidents' interest and level of ability. Motivation was 

a factor for m e  sWents. For other studentJ. working with the tadxiology in 

a collaborative context prwided a more rnotivating environment in which to 

leam. Collaboration seemed to encourage sme d the most reiuctant 

leamers. 

In t m s  of overall academic performance. teachers indicated that the 

biggest changes were evident with the at-risk leamen. Mapping helped 

these students gain further confidence. Some leamers appeared to have 

les  resistance to revising work in order to eliminate redundant or unnecessary 

information when using the pre-established templates and organizing 

capabilities of the Inspiration 5.0 (1 997) program. Some students seemed 

more engaged in their leaming . 

Teacher Recornmendaüons 

Teachers expressed the feeling that they enjoyed the opportunity to 

engage in this kind of ciassroom-based research. and to collaborate and 

reflect about instructional practices. In examining the most important insights 

that they gained from this project, teachers stated that participating in the 

intervention reminded them that the corn puter serves only as a tool for 

student leaming. and that computer use must be coupled with explicit 

instruction and ampk opportunity for feedback. 
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Teadiars did not specify any sgnAcant aianges in their teaching as a 

resuit of mis project, exœpt perhaps a heightened awareness of the value of 

ongoing teadier raflecoon, re-teaching, anisistency, the value d 

accomrnodaüng al t rnodalioes, and using dinerentiated insbudional techniques. 

They also recognized the need for more demonstration time, 

rnodelling and guided practice in reading, miting and disassing texts which 

use expository text structures, so mat stubnts couM successfuliy represent 

the content and structure. In order to devebp a repertoire of strategies for 

sumrnarizing knowiedge or information about a given topic, teachers 

concluded that students require frequent and varied opporhinities to engage 

in auaientic composing tasks. 

OMer teacher reaniimendations for introducing this technology to other 

students in the school or in aitemate setüngs indudeci: 

using the same program frequently so that shidents mach a kvel of 

automaticity that allows them to focus on the content of the material that 

they are plaang in their maps. 

posting enlarged examples of maps in the class or laminating key 

f rames for extended use. 

dispiaying more examples of stuclent work in the classroom and 

computer lab. 

rnodelling the use of other types of frames or maps to show 

students several more ways of organiring the same information. 



allawing more time for students to spend on the revising and editing 

stages of writing. 

featuring mini-lessons on mentions of speîling. grammar and 

punchiation as required and related d i r e  to students' writing needs. 

encouraging more peer and self-assessrnent and personal goal 

setthg throughout the composing procesr (having students reflect on 

tb i r  composing processes). 

allawing more oppominities to share ideas, take risks. pian. organize 

and work collaboratively and cooperativeiy. 

giving students more feedback using their own products as a starting 

point. 

f ocusing on irnproving paraphrasing and gathering 'like i&asn 
together. 

- providing more opportunities for students to practi-se exbactïng and 

combining information from mukiple sources into a meaningful whole. 

providing shidents with partial frames or maps initially and gradually 

fading out support as their praficiency increases. 

giving shidants more time to leam the steps on 'how to uwïte a 

summary". using more examples. modals and think alouds. 



providing students with more time for demonstrations about 'how to 

vwite paragraphs" (walking the stuâents through their sumrnaries 

paragraph by paragraph. showing Uwm how to paraphrase ideas in 

the maps, then putüng these ideas in the summaries, and using their 

work as authentic teaching exampks). 

pnnting out an hierarchical outline each tirne a student mates a 

conceptual-rnap. 

The clesmiive data support& the results d the statistical anaiysis. 
Overall findings are summarized in Chapter Five. 



Chapter V 

Results and Mscusslon 

In generai, content area reading instrwxion hdps students cope with 

the leaming demands of the dicult materials they emunter in school 

(Moore, Readence, & Rickelrnan, 1983). This research studied the use of a 

conceptual-mapping program and subsequent summary writing to support 

academ ic progress. 

Two part-tîme dassroom teachers and a resource teacier worked in 

collaboration to guide saidents tnrough a unique learning exprieme, using 

the Inspiration 5.0 (1 997) program as a toal for organizing thinking and writing. 

The instructional inten/ention was modelleû on aie work of Akrerrnann and 

Bmthby (1 W6), Anderson-lnman et al. (1 996), Arm bruster, Anderson and 

Ostertag (1 989), ûerkowitz (1 986), Brown and Day (1 9û3), Englert and 

Hiebert (1 984), Moore and Readence (1 984), Riwhart, Stahl and Erickson 

(1 986), as well as Taylor and Beach (1 984). 

Students learned to recognize and foikw the structure in a text, recwd 

notes within aie context of a wmputer-generated map, and write a cohesive, 

organized summary reflecting passage content. 

Conclusions 

In general, Me results revealed that when students used the computer- 

developeâ mapping procedure to support m i r  leaming, there was a 

positive Mect on aieir ability to proces te* organize information. and mite 

expository text sumrnaries. These fmdings furaier confïrmed the value of the 

conceptual-mapping program as an excellent means of helping dudents to 



proœss, record, organize, manipulate, and visualize the intmelationships af 
ideas contained in informative text, as well as wnte coherent, structurecl 

summaries that aâequateiy incorporated aie essential text ideas or concepts. 

Doaimenfation during the process d instruction revealed that direct, 

explicit instruction in the use of leaming strateges was effective. Althwgh 

diiicuit logistically at times, the coilaborative efforts of the two dassroom 

teachers and the resourœ tacher enhanced the quality of instniction. 

As shom in the accompanying Figure, the success of this study is a 
- linterverrtiori resuit of a nurnber of interacting factors. This instnicbona 

acknowledged the importance of: 

connecting theoiy with practice. This study incorporated the 

empirical theories underîying W a l  constructivism and the mode1 of 

information procéssirg and its reiationship to content area instrucoon, 

text structure. metacognition, as well as information related to the 

readingmiting connecüon, and sb-ategy- and techndogy-based 

instnicbion. 

teaching reading and miting within the contex? of auttientic dassroom 

actMties rattier than focusing on isoiated skill development. 

capitalking on the interactive nature of leaming, and assisting students 

to activeiy engage in mstrucüng and mediating their leaming (for 

example, sharing ideas, discussing differences of opinion, 

collaboratively solving problems) . 



enhancing students' knoni(edge and stratsgic proœssing using direct, 

explicit instruction and demonstratign, and by providing repeated 

opportunities to pracüse strategies. 

using Scaffolded practice and modelling, pre- and post-reading 

acovities. coactiing and feedback to irnprwe seif-monitoring and 

comprehension. 

analyzing text structure to provide a format for what readers will leafn, 

understand and retain (for exampie. maps aid recall when readers 

engage in rearranging information). 

developing reading and writing skills concurrently in order to extend 

understanding and retention of material and reinfocce metacognitive 

awareness. 

using technology-based mapping as an effective tool for adapting 

leaming experiences, minimizing reading and wnting difficulties, and 

promoting Uie dew(opment of more cornplex information processing. 



Figure. Factors that Contributd to Instructionil S u c a u  in Addftion to Tuhnology 



Imdicationsfor Instruction 

WiM the advent of computer technology, most children have the 

opportunity to use computers in the dassroom. Based on the outmes of 

this study, it seems that q~ality cornputer programs not onîy stimulate and 

motivate, but aiso add variety to imûuctional activities. Under the skilled 

direction of teachers, computers can be used as twls to improve academic 

performance. 

When students wefe tau* to identity and use text stnicture in the 

fom of graphic organizers or maps, their ability to understand texhral 

information improved. Findings from mis study further suggested that when 

students received direct, explicit instniction in noticing aie structural aspects of 

the text, aeating summaries that foilowed that text's organizational framework, 

and became actively invdved in generating summaries from the maps they 

designed while reading . they signif icanü y increased their a m  prehension and 

writing ability. 

As suggested from study findings. when students participate in 

special programs to improve reading and study skills. they tend to learn more 

efficiently. It seems likeiy that a combination d using conceptual-mapping at 

the beginning of a new topic. developing an organitatio~i frarnework for the 

text , and uwiting summaries of the textual material taken together had a 

cumulative effect on shident progress. Thus. computer programs can be 

used to strengthen the understanding d content area mateneal byfaalitating 

the processing of textual information. 

Teachers' mrnents during this study cmfirrned aiat the integration of 
computer-based outlining or mapping software into instruction was relativefy 

easy and adaptabie across varying conditions. This intervention emphasized 



that computer-generated conceptual-mapping was a prakient vehicle for 

synthesizing information and improving leaming. partiailady when stuâents 

rem-ved dear diredon in ternis of recognizing the structural features of text, 

and in creating summaries that followed the format of the original material. 

Most notably. the findings from this study substantiated the benefns of 

integrating a cornputer-mapping program wRh a sdid research-based 

insauctional component. 

Communication among teadiers was a necessary element to the 

success of the intervention. Assessrnent of pogress was ongoing. 

Teachers remained at the cenfer a the leaming proces, orchestrating leamer 

skill development . 

In condusion, data from this shidy should raise further awareness 

concerning the positive effects of direct, explicit insbvction and practice in 

conceptual-rnapping as a device for enhancing text processing in order to 

improve comprehension, and organizing information to improve the summary 

writing of content area text. Based on teacher recommendations, mis 

research suggests other possible instructional applications of the conceptual- 

mapping strategy aaoss the curriculum . which wouid also facilitate leaming and 

positively impact students' overall acadernic performance. 

Limitations 

Even under ideal conditions. accompanied with high expectations and 

motivated educators, problems anse when introducing new instructional 

interventions. Teachers play a pivotal role in recognizing, understanding and 

minimizing problems before they become barriers. This means being 

proactive, idenhfying key issues, cunœms and potential roadbWs to ensure 

that the desired change remains constant 



Soma limitations have been identifieci. The first is the small sarnple 

size. and the second is the retatively short tenn of the intecvention. This stuây 

involved an instructional intervention executed by two part-time dassroom 

teachers and a resource teacher over the course of two months. mus, the 

population of the stuây precluded a large sampie size and the 

generalizability of the findings is limited. 

A third limitation was the paterttial canfouiding effect of the computer 

lab orientation. The orientation to the cornputer program occurred prior to 

testing, which may have made pretest saxes inordinately high. Findings are 

also limited to the use of one computer program and caution m a t  be 

exercised in tramferring findings to cornputer programs in general. 

Directions for Future Research 

As the capabilmes d cornputsr have inaeased, a vanety of excïting 

new tools have been developed that have the potential to enhance student 

leaming. The chaiknge foc educators is twofdd: First. existing res8arch on 

computer technology makes it clear that simply providing technology to 

teachers and students will not resuit in improvements in students' 

achievement (Anderson-lnman et al., 1 996; Lajoie, 1993; Perkins, 1 985; 

Salomon, Perkins, & Globerson, 1991 ). Sound instructional methods must 

also accompany the introduction of mputers in the cJassroom (Cibocowski, 

1995; McGee, 1982). 

Second, research on camputers and writing has been relatiwly limited 

(Weaver & Kintsch, 1991). Fiesearchers need to go beyond this to 

investigate the effects of instruction using a range of techndogy programs to 

support learning. This study has attempted to provide a framework for the 

development of one possible instructional intewntion. 



Althoqh the findings hm this study are pceiiminary and shcuid be 

viewed as suggestnre in nature, results offer potential points of âeparture for 

future studies reiated to enriching students' ability to read, organize and write 

informational text. Finaliy, this work should provide a more acoessibie lens 

through which to examine the underlying processes involved in reading and 

wriang. and how dassroomhesource teacher colkborations can be 

strengthaned to benet'i shidenh in the dassroom. 
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APPENDICES 



Teacher lntevlew Questions 

(This informal interview will be condUC1ed at the end af the stuây. lt will 

not be tape recorded). 

1. How would you rate this project as a whale in terms of its effect on 
students' leaming: (1 ) very effective; (2) moderateV effective; or (3) 
slightly effective? How do you explain these effects? 

2. What seemed to have worked well for yow dass in ternis of the 
cornputer-ôased mapping and sumrnary writing? 

3. What seemed not to have worked as well for your class? 

4. What effect did the mapping and summary writing have on your 
students' corn puter-literacy ? 

5. How effective was this project in terms of improving students' leaming 
by integrating thinking. mappi-ng, and technology with the curriculum. 
What did you notice speafically? 

6. How effective was this project in terms of improving the quality 
(content. organization. form) of your students' informative writing? 

7. What differences did you notice benNeen the high, average and low- 
ac hievers? 

8. How did this project help to better preparing students for the Grade 6 
standards exam? 

9. What were the signs that the skills learned in this project wefe 
transferred to other contexts in the classroom? 

10. What changes did you notice in your students' overall academic 
perf ormanœ? What individual students progressed beyonâîbelow your 
expectations? Why3 

11. What part of this project did you find most valuable or meaningful? 



12. What is the rnost important insight that you gained by parücipating in 
mis project? 

13. How are you teaching differentiy because of the experiences gained 
throughout this project? 

14. If you had another opportunity to use Mis technology oc do another 
project, what would you change? 

15. What other recommendations would you make in terms of 
implementing this project with other students in our school or in another 
building? 

(Adapted from Richardson 8 Anders, 1990) 



EXIT SLIP Date: 

1 . Did you understand al1 the direetions today? Y=- no- 

2. List two Inspiration options that you Wied in-the lab today that helped you map out 
your ideas (ex. arrange, outlineldiagram icon. rapid fire, etc.). 
(1 ; (2) 

3. Did you have any proMems today? What s M d  we review next tirne? 

4. a) Was it easier to organizeiunderstand the text information using the computer 
mapping program? YeS- no____ 
b) What made it easier? 

5 .  a) Was it easier to write p u r  summary by having the outline provided by the 
program ? YeS- no___ 
b)  What made it easier? 

6. Explain how working with a partner helped your learning today. 



As you leamed durimg the Puccit Orkntrtiom Evening on Jriuy 1 1.1999.1 a m  a 

graduate stuôent at the University of M d t o b i  anâ a R e s o u d C i f t e d  Eduution tmchr at  

Ecole Dieppe Schod. I am in the process d completing eln final requirmnnts for a 

Master's Otgne in Educrtiori (Reading SgccirHzation). 

I also e.pI*ned dut l am u n â d m g  a coîlabamtive study, imolving the Gmâe 6 

teachers, as w d l  as ttn U d i a  Services & G i f t d  Eduufion C d h t o r  and the Compte r  

Coordinator îiwn Assiniboine S o u t h  S d m o î  Divisiorr. 

M m  Markovkh, Mme M a d g r d i m t  Md I a m  intemsteâ in m d n g  the effects of 

using the computer on studtnts' rb i l i ty  to pcocess print materid in saence, social studies 

or  Ianguage ub, organite id6mnation for stody, a d  m i t e  smmdes. The program will 

run over 12, forty-five d u t e  sedans, during the moiiths of nbruuy and Harth 1999. 

D u h g  this rime, I will be documenting the resuîts of the instruction, and c d k d o g  student 

work samples to urcrr m u .  S t d m t s  wil l  dro cornpiete exit slips u t k y  Ieave c b .  

This will give Éh«n an oQportunity t o  mrkc suggestions on how to  improve im-on. I 

have fmuded a compkte delcn'ptiom of diis project to the principal a d  thc 

superintendent. The BOICd Onice has given me tentative support for ÉMI initiative. 

A l l  students in the Frendi Immedon G r d e  6 clur are imited to  participate in this 

extension leamimg opporrunity. This pmjut provides an opportunity for studc~ts  t o  

further mhano both dicir aôility ta wganize infonnrtion and M r  writing skills with the 

support of  an innovative compter  p- dld lmspimtkn 2.0. k ruch, this 

colfabontive initiative wil l  introduce stuâemts t o  a rniting proclzs rr(iidr fulb integntes 

thinking skills, conceptad-msppimg rkills, and tee- ddls with ymHk toQks from the 

Grade 6 cudculum. Ta asses the effkctivmess o f  instruaian, ttudemts will d a test 

passage, create an outline nmp of the Mur in the passage, and th«i write a su- of 

the material, beforc, immeâiatcly after? and agdn dter 6 week. 

h c h  pair of puti«pants will have access t o  a Mntosh computu within the 

computer laô. Thmugh modding, explicit imtruction, deammtmtiocr a d  pmctice, 

students will be taught strategies to organize the main ideas and details frwn variaus 

kinds of rcading materials iiito eIectc0llic wcb repesentatiocrr and c d n n n t  w n t t t n  

s u m d e s .  A t  the end of the p-, p u  will be invited ba& for o r t h e r  evening, in 



which your child will  facilitate a hndcsn dcmonstrrtion using the Inspimtim l o f t r u e .  

This project proviâcs rn ideal op~ommity to integrate t echdogy  acmri the 

curriculum. It dso complemcnts claswoom i n d o n ,  and @es midents another 

occasion t o  improve thcir writing, whicî~ will k tested in the provincial Engîish Luiguage 

Ar ts  standards examination a t  the end of the y-. In addition, the activities support 

many of the learning outcornes o u t l i d  by the  kpartmmt o f  Eduution in the most ment 

cu~culum, 

Since the pmject imcorpomtes the reguIU tapics of s t d y  h Wl\~rli t o  Mar& 

al1 students wi l l  putKiprte. However, y o w  c M d  hu the o p t h  of withdmwing, without 

penalty, from the befon and a f k r  tab thît will heip nnuure the eti;ectïveness o f  the 

project. Al l  infolllution nquding student p w s s  ovu the two mocith pcriod dl( be 

kept in the strictest confidence. A i l  &ta in my rmvch will ôe nported u~ollymously 

using pseudonyms. A one page m m m q  o f  thc thidings wil l  be avrilable u p n  requcrt in 

junc 1999. 

If p u  have any qucrtions or  concems. pl- contact me (MC 1034). or my aâviror, 

Dr. Beveriey Z;ilulult, a t  the Faculty of Educatiorr (474-9028). 

Laurie Dodron 
YIIUIIIIIUYLI 

PARENT COWSEWT FORU 

Please sign b d o w  to give pcmjrrkn t o  use y o w  cNld's worlohccts a d  m d  of pro- 

as rneasured ôefom and after the project u part o f  the data in my report. Pccudomyms. 

not your child's name, will bt used in recordhg ndts. 91- ntun this fann to Ecde 

Dieppe S c h d  during the R n t  w d c  d February 1999. 



APPENDIX D 

As you a m  awue, I un a p d u a t e  student a t  the Unimrity of çIrnitoba and a 
ResourceIGifteâ Eduation t d e r  a t  E d e  ûieppc khod. I am in the Procas of 
cornpleting the finai requir+nnrits fw a Mastds ûegree in M u a t i o n  (Ruding 
Speciaiiution). 

I am inviting you t o  pur i c ip l te  in a cdlrborrtive s t d y  invdving p u ,  the stud+nts, 
and divisimal s u p p o r t  staff. The kdk S e w u e s  & Giftcd Educatin Caord i~ tOr  and the 
Cornputer Coordimtor. fram A d d ô o b  South khod eWririon, rr#l a d s t  us with 
implernentatiori. I have fmud+d a coanpîete description of t)n ~ r w t  to bath dn 
primipirl and the supcrintendcnt. The Board Ollke tus dven me tentative support for this 
initiative. 

This study will examine how l u n i i n g  is incnrrtd by i n t e p t i n g  thinking, concept- 
m î~p ing ,  a d  t u h d o g y  with portions of thc curriculum. I will assesr t h  eff- of 
instruction and practio udng a computu-generated g m p k  map as a muns d proccuing 
text, and orgamizing i n f o r m a t h  for stuôy. A s e c d  purpose is t o  investigate the effkcts 
of this cornpute-assisted inrtruction and @ce oo the qurlity of studcnts' infommtive 
writing. 

A l l  students in yow French Inimcnion gmde 6 clrrs riIl bc invited t o  participate in 
this study. Students will be orgmized into gmupr of-. ûver the course of 12. for ty- f ie 
minute computer ciasses in nbruy a d  Ckrch 1999.1 wiII be woddng do#(y with yw.  We 
will be using Inspim6'm 5.0 s o h v e  as a unique td for stdmt leaming. To asses the 
effectiveness of our instruction, before, dtu, and rpin rher 6 wecly midents wiQ read a 
passage. create c.ncepturl map of the Meas in the passage, and wi i te runinruks. They 
will dso be asked t o  complete exit  slips (see att.dnd). 

Each pair of pYacipuits d l 1  have access to  a )Iwintarh compte r  *in the 
computer Id. Throm moddling, explkit inrtrwtiai. dwmmtmtior, and m e .  
students will be taught strrtegiu to organize dme d n  iâeas and deaib fm vriious 
kinds of reading mateMs  into electmmk m b  repmsentrtioirr a d  cdwrcnt  written 
summuier. A t  the end of the p q n m .  pvcnts ril be invitcd t o  rhod in the mning. ro 
tlut their child un bciiitate a hands-on dcn#nsrirtkn o f  tkdr Ieaming udng the 
Inspi'ntim software. 

Thmghout  F e b m u y  a d  -ch 1999.1 w i l  be mga@ in ongdng data cdkction, 
taking field notes a d  W n g  p u  t o  .hur your oôsewatiom .kut ov i- effbrts. 
t e c h n i d  needs, student dv i t i es ,  concems, and mcmmciidatioiir for impmvement. I will 
c o l l c t  the students' c(ectm~icrlîy-pdud col~cptui) map a d  ~llllllaties. k 
indicated. I will al- be giving the stuâcnts text pasqes kfore. afker. and again rftcr 6 
weeks t o  murure the effutivencis o f  ou kitew~tion. A t  the «id of th p*, I wilî be 
inteniewing p u  infannrlly t o  ohtain y w  fM riclkctiom (45 minuta). Th& interview dl 
not be recordeâ. 



This project provides an i d d  oppominity to integmte technology w o s s  the 
curriculum. I t  also complemnts classroom instruction. and gives studcnts another 
occasion t o  improve tMr rniting, which will be tcrted in dw piowncial  Eng l id  Lnguage 
A r t s  standards examination a t  the end of the year. In additiori, the activities support 
mamy of the learning outcoma outlincd by the û e p v h m n t  o f  Edua t ion  in the most ment 
curriculum. 

You have the option of w i t h d d n g  fiom the intewiew ud rescinding permission t o  
use your rtfiections in my final report without penrlty. Studcnt rho rrithdraw firom 
the pre, port. and delaycd-post testing a t  rny timc. rithout -fi. nicy also have the 
option of rescinding pcnnission t o  use dmr wwk n m p k s  and progrea scores as data in 
my final report. even though dwc w i l  bc reportcd ~nociymoudy. Al1 information 
regarding student progress and tcochcrr' f e d k k  wil l  be kept in the mlc tes t  confidence. 
A one page summary of the finôhgs will k availaôk u p n  request io Junc 1999. 

If you have any questions or COMCIM, piasse contact me or my d s w ,  Dr. k v d e y  
Zakaiuk, a t  the Facdty o f  €ducation (4749028). 

TEACHER CONSENT FORU 

Cornputer-lascd Ide. Mapping and the Writing Procesr 

I gant  perrnissioci t o  laurie Dodsoti t o  use dl t e d w r  mflecti- ( W t i o n s  a d  
interview data) obtained during the computu-basd idea mrpping and writ ing progrrm in 
her final report. I uderstand k t  tny nrmt wil l  not be d. 



FIRST CANADIAN IN SPACE 

In the early 1980's. several advertisements were placed in 

Canadian newspapers mroughout the country. mese ads were airned at 

locating qualified people who were interested in appfying for training as 

the first Canadian astronauts. At that time, there were well over 4,300 

men and women who applied. 

In 1883, only six of these highly educated professionals were 

chosen for an intensive initial training program which could lead to a 

voyage in space. Among those applicants who are best known were 

Roberta Bondnar, who was a neuroiogist at McMaster University Medical 

Centre in Hamilton, Ontario, and Marc Garneau who was a combat 

systems officer in the M V ~ ,  and a graduate of the Ph 0 program in 

elemcal engineering in London. England. The otbr  four people were 

professionals in physics, physiology, medicine, and engineering at 

various well known institutions across Canada. 

The six Canadian trainees had to undergo a gruelling training 

program which involved hours and hours of phpical and mental 

challenges. Some televiston film crews documentecl such activities as 

counting bachards from one thousand by twos as trainees were spun 

head over heels in a large contraption the sire of a refrgerator. 

After several months of initial training, Marc Garneau wâs selected 

as the first Canadian to participate in the American Spaœ Shuttk 

Mission 41 -G abroad Challenger. This flight was saiaduled for October 

1984. He went to Johnson Spaœ Station in Houston Texas where he 



had to learn many skills. His major duties on this first flight involved the 

testing of highly specialized. scientific equipment which would be 

transparted into space aboard the next American space shuttle mission. 

He was known as a 'payload specialist". Since that time. Garneau has 

flown other missions in 1996 and 1999. 

As an astronaut, Garneau had several respansibilities. He was 

required to leam the numerous procedures, policies and regulations for 

Me abroad a spacecraft. He spent months memorizing the information 

contained in wer a dozen thick instruction rnanuals. As a payload 

specialist, Garneau needeâ to iearn how to carry out a nurnber of 

cornplex experiments under intense conditions. 

The equiprnent used for such experiments had been thoroughly 

tested and undergone rigorous study at great expense. One example of 

the equipment that he used to conduct scientific experiments was the 

photorneter. A photometer is an important instrument that helps to 

determine how the ozone layer of the atmosphere is affected by such 

things as pollution, dust. moisture and acidic haze. Satellites are al= 

used to collect valuabie scientific information. The space crew also study 

pure crystals which are used in a wide range of technology products, as 

well as conduct experiments on smalf marine animals. 

Another part of Garneau's job as an astronaut involved working 

with the public and keeping the media informed about vanous aspects of 

the mission. Several types of industrial and scientific agencies had 

worked hard to perfect different kinds of spacialized equipment in order 

to produce and seIl it to the space agency oc other cornpanies and 

research organizations. Garneau was also responsibie for sharing 

information about wing this unique equipment with the media, which in 



turn helpeâ to provide adveitizing for the various rnanufachirers. Much of 

the work completed by astronauts like Garneau in space wili affect the 

quality of life on Earth in the future. and will be used to assembly Me 

International Space Station. 

Shortly before leaving on his first vace mission, Garneau agreed 

to participate in twenty-six separate interviews, in order to respond to 

rnany questions about his upcoming voyage. He was also willing to take 

part in the production of a film, and to travel across Canada to share 

various aspects of his expermces as an astramut. It s e m s  that it was 

not enough for Garneau to be an astronaut. he also needed to be a 

scientist and a performer. 

(641 words) 



SLEEP FACTS FROM A TO m777777 

Sleep! It's one of life's real mysteries. Sleep research is only 30- 

40 years old. and scientists are still trying to finâ answers to many 

questions about it. They still do not know exady how sleep restores 

energy to the body. mind, and the neivous system. They are not certain 

how or why we dream. But they are discoverhg more and more 

interesting facts every day. 

Sleep deprivation may be due to medical reasons. the âemands of 

modern Me, emotional prablems or stress. Research has shmn that 

after just two or Mree days without sleep. we will have difficulty seeing. 

hearing, and thinking clearfy. As more time passes, we begin to 

hallucinate. In ooier words. we imagine things that dc not exist. Denied 

sieep for extended periods of time. our mental state gets progressiveiy 

worse. Gradually we have the potential to los8 complete contact with 

reality. We can become suspicious and fearful of ottiers. Sleep is a 

necessity of Me, and is important for overall good health. If we are 

unabie to rest for long stretches of time. it is possible that we will die. 

Sleep is as necessary to our survival as water, heafthy food and 

exercise. 

Sleep is Iike a mîni-holiday for the brain and body. When we fall 

asleep. activity decreases and our muscles relax. Our heartbeat and 

breathing slow down. and we can become completely unaware of our 

surroundings. 

But whether we are awake or asleep, our brain produces electrical 

waves. When we are awake. our bains give off about ten waves a 

second, but when we fall askep mese brain waves get slower but larger 



and larger. Slow sleep waves or deep sleep takes place during the first 

hours after we fall asleep. Later on as we continue to sleep, our brains 

send out small fast waves similar to those when we are awake. During 

these fast waves, our eyes start rnoving rapidly beneath our eyelids as 

though we were watching the events of a dream. Under normal 

circumstances. we drift in and out of dream sleep three to five times. 

During skep, the brain alternates between stages of intense activity and 

stages of practically no activity at all. 

Normal sleep times range from five to ten hours daily, with adults 

averaging about seven and a haIf hwrs a night. For teenagers, it can be 

much different. Most of the time many of us get less sleep Man we need. 

If we do not get enough rest, we tend to build up what we cal1 a "sleep 

debt" that accumulates over time. Sometimes we may not even realize 

how sleep-deprived we actually are. A sleep deM can becorne so great 

that we cannot resist it. It may cause us to fall asleep even in a 

potentially dangerous situations, like when we are driving a car. 

ft is a known fact that people today are working more and more 

and resting les. When there are not enough hours in the day for al1 we 

have ta do, we steal from Me nigM Sometimes we dfink coffee or take 

short naps as short term solutions to sleepiness. 

Sleep deprivation has created what some sleep specialists cal1 

the silent epidemic of daytime drawsiness. Many people do not rnake the 

cunnection between the amount of sleep they get at night and how tired 

they feed during the day. When they start yawning or nodding off. they 

blame the heavy meal they just ate, the stuffy air in the room, or the 

k i n g  school assignrnent. These things do not cause sleepiness, but 

simply unmask it 



Daytime drowsiness is not Me only pnce people pay for their lack 

of sleep. Weariness breeds irritability, depression and can result in 

serious accidents. Sleepy people snap at others, complain about 

everything, loose their abilÎty to concentrate. and lack energy or 

motivation. They will function best in the mid-morning and early evening. 

which are the uswl high points of the daiiy cycle. But most of the time, 

they cannot perform at their best. The moral to al1 of this is to get the 

sleep you need. 

(688 words) 



BLIZZARDS 

Falling air pressure is a signal that a blizzard might be on the way. 

The official definition of a blizzard is a fierce storm of intensely cold wind, 

that is laden with fine, blinding snow which is mostly or entirely picked up 

from the ground. A snow storm must have winds of at least 45 mph, a 

temperature well below freezing. and a windchill factor of at least 20 

degrees below zero. 

Although there is no need for actual snowfall, the air as high as 

two oc three hundred meten above the ground will be filled with swirling 

snow whipped up by powerful gale winds. The snow is much like 

powder or flour, and has the ability to penetrate everywhere. 

Although very rare in eastern Canada or along the Coast of British 

Columbia. at least one major blizzard occurs in Manitoba, Saskatchewan 

or Alberta every year. Some stoms are much worse than others and 

result in the closure of schools, roads, bus s e ~ c e ,  airports, railroads, 

and other businesses throughout any given city or small communîty. 

Under the weght of heavy snow falls, roofs of houses and other buildings 

have been known to collapse. Driving can be very treacherous, and is 

often not recommended when visibility is poor or when roads are iœ 

covered. When travel is necessary, people will often use snowmobiles, 

skis or even snowshoes. 

Several distinct types of blizzards are remgnized by weather 

experts. The first kind is associated with a very cold wave of arctic air 

which surges southward from the ice-covered polar regions of the far 

north. It brings a large amount of snow, rapidly plunging frigid 

temperatures, and strong excessive winds. Nicknamed the 'northei'. 

these types of stoms frequently arrive in quick succession, one chasing 



another with a separation of only a few days. People caught out in one of 

these blinding storms cannot see more than a few meters in any 

direction. They are often required to find shelter and wait for the storm to 

pass through the area. 

A second type of blizzard often follows Me "northef, and is 

accompanied by a brisk wind from the south or southeast. It occurs 

mainly in the prairie provinces of Canada. and is bitterly cold. After it 

crosses the Rocky Mountains, the œnter of low pressure usually follows 

a more or less paralbl path along the international ôoundary between 

Canada and the United States. Smw picked up from the ground is 

mixed with snow falling from the douds. One of the worst dangers of a 

blizzard is the possibility of getting lost. 

A third type of blizzard is located primarily in arctic regions of 

Canada. The intense winter cold causes snowflakes to break up into tiny 

ice crystais or to appear as a huge cloud of iœ neeâles. An arctic 

blizzard produces a blinding white isolation in which a petson's sense of 

direction is easily lost. The wind howls mercilessly across the banen 

frozen waste. People caught in such storms risk frostbit or even death. 

People have also b e n  known to unknowingly stray from a familiar 

path and to perish only a meter or two from a house they were unable to 

find. In farming comrnunities across Canada where bliuarâs are 

wmmon, careful farmers will often keep mils of rope on hand, so that 

when they have to go a short distance outside in a bad storm, Ehey can tie 

one end to the building and the other end around their waist. In this way, 

they are able to safely venture outdoors into a blinding snow storm, and 

still be able to return safely indaors. 

(604 words) 
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A bovc 

Demonstrates ALL of: 
evidence of purposelfocus 
main idcadevents with a wide range of 
details/supporting details that portain to 
purgose 
use of  languagc/vocabulary, sounds and 
or imager, including transitional 
devices and figurative Ianguage, to 
enhance mecinhg and cmte emphrris 
evidence o f  connections, teferences, 
reflections, evaluation or cornparison 
evldenoe of  promothg 
sensitivitylngrd for situations, 
feelings, opinions and rights of  othen 
(when and where applicable, for the 
requircd fom) 

(5 mrtiu) 

consistently follow rnodelltemplate 
(e.g., letter, rccipe, etc.) 
consistendy addresses tiirget audience 
organlza writing with effective 
introduction, conclusioii and a varîcty 
of  sentence patterns (types, length, 
structure) 
consistently US« Ianguage cppmpriote 
to form 

(3 marw 

Deinonstrates THREE or FOUR of: 
evidence of purpose/focus 
main idcas/events with suflicitnt 
dehildsupporîing detaib that pcrtain to 
purpose 
use of  language/vocabulary, sounds 
andlor images, including transitional 
dwlca, to enhance mcaning and crcate 
emphub 
soms attempt to maûe connections, 
cfennceq refkctlons, evaluation or 
cornparison 
scnsitivity/rcgard for situations, fwlingr, 
opinitus and rights of othcro (when and 
when applicable, for the rquired f~nn)  

genmlly follows use of  modelltemplate 
for the form 
generally addresses target audience 
orpnizes writing with introduction, 
conclusion and a variety o f  sentence 
patterns (typa, Iength, structure) 
generally usa Ianguage appmpriate Io 
form 

Below 

Demonstrates TWO or fcwer of: 
evidence o f  purpose/fociis 
details/supporiing dctails 
limited useof 
languagelvocebirlory, solinds 
andlot images to clarify 
muning and mate empliasis 
connections, referenccs, 
teflections, evaluation or 
eornparison 

0 inconsistent sensitivitylregard 
for situations, feelings, 
opinions and rights of  othen 
(when and where applicable, 
fat the required form) 

(2,l or O mark: 

inconsistent use of 
model/template for the form 
inconsistently addresses targci 
audience 
limittd skill in wriiing basic 
sentences on topic 
inconsistent usc of Ianguage 
appropriate to form 
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